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"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You
They Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them,
Vol. XV — No. 45
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SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 17, 1966

Huge Throng Packs Church For king Addres.s
Riots No Road To
Rights, Says MLK

PM Says Post Office
Discrimination Free

noted that in every instance
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
where true non-violence had
our
"Today we have allowed
By DEBORAH THOMAS
been applied the Negro had
mentality to outrun our moral- gained desired objectives.
The implications of an article which recently appeared in
ity. Our technology outruns our He said, -I still believe in
the Tri-State Defender entitled, "Complaints Against Local
Our's is an age of non-violence. I have watched it
theology.
were
ion,"
Investigat
Force
Post Office Brings About Task
and mis-guided
missiles
guided
work. You can't ride a man's
critized by Postmaster A. L. Moreland in an open letter to the
men."
back unless it is bent. In Birpaper.
Dr. Martin Luther King, lead- m
presented
. Ingham they turned dogs and
been
had
petition
a
of
form
Complaints in the
er of the Southern Christian fire . hoses on us when we
Operations
of
Bureau
of
assistant
special
Dixon,
L.
Henry
te
Leadership Conference (SCLC), straightened our backs. But we
of
by the Memphis Bluff City Branch of the National Alliance
staunch advocate of non-violent had a fire in our souls that
Postal and Federal Employees.
militancy in the civil rights water couldn't put out. Before
struggle, included the expresThe point of article was to inform the public that although
it was over, we had 10,000 peothat
sion in his frequently applaudthe petition, which pointed out discriminatory practices
ple crying to be locked up in
and
Dixon
Mr.
overflow
an
to
ed speech before
exist in the local post office, was presented
Connors jail. But there
"Bull"
was
audience at Metropolitan Baphe nevertheless conducted on investigation, the Alliance
room for them."
enough
wasn't
week.
last
Church
tist
still awaiting the results and corrective action.
s The speaker observed that
"America'
was
theme
His
corthat
d
emphasize
interview,
Mr. Moreland, in a recent
Greatest Dilemma". He de- there is an "invisible wall" berective actions had been taken and the Memphis Post Office
veloped it to touch on all hind which the Negro is cons of
had taken the necessary steps to clear up such complaint
major facets of the current civil fined, cut off from his fellow
unfair job
citizens. He behind this "wall"
the petition which was presented to Mr. Dixon as
struggle by Negroes.
rights
assignments; no uniformity of counselling ,employees; harrasswas the featured are Negro politicians, who are
King
Dr.
of
ment and unwarranted threats of dismissal; Employment
speaker at one of the closing more cautious than courageous.
in
Negro
included
Punitive Action Rather Than Corrective Action As Stated
sessions of the fifth annual con- Dr. King
vention of the Progressive Na- preachers who perpetuate thethe Postal Manual Part 745.2.
instances
tional Baptist Convention, Inc., "Wall" with their Uncle Tom
The questions and answers which follow, in many
position;
his
of
It was Civil Rights Night at the attitudes and postures. He said
point out the Postmaster's defense
that charges of immorality,
the
that
stated
Defender
convention.
Tri-State
the
to
letter
Your
Question:
crime, illegitimacy and the like
of
the
About
member
a
Brings
King,
Dr.
Office
article eniled, Complaints Local Post
are nothing which jobs and dolwas
group,
correcProgressive Baptist
Task Force Investigation, "clearly indicates that no
lars in the hands o fthe Negro
d
the
spear-hea
to
selected
irregularitive action has been taken by this office to correct
lure.
cannot
n.
Baptist
Conventio
ve
N.)tiotuil
to
Memphis
PitAw
Progresii
He
tr.
came
occasion.
delegratit,
— arr. *art% Y.etteer Blug,
DR.KING AND
ties." Is this correct?
aides,
s Chi- Dr. King said, "Negroes and
his
chief
of
one
tumultuou
from
Is
fresh
King
Dr.
from
right
at
Standing
his
of
members
by
ted
Jr., is seen here being congratula
Answer: Yes.
cago, Ill. "open housing" de- whites must join together in
Rev. Ralph Abernathy. and behind rostrum Criminal Court
audience following a speeeh he gave on Civil Rights Night
QUESTION: Your letter also stated "that the implications
monstrations and from riot-torn concern about the "invisible
Books.
B.
L.
before
Judge
night
Friday
at Metropolitan Baptist church last
are quite incorrect." Is this also correct?
wall" of discrimination, segrehome-town of Atlanta.
Answer: Yes.
He strongly deplored riots as gation and injustice which is a
Memphis
a means of seeking racial jus- phychological thing of stereoQuestion. You also stated that you met with the
and
tice. He said, "This is not the types."
Bluff City Branch of the National Alliance of Postal
been
answer. Our power does not lie Doctor King's suggestion for
Federal Employees and "explained to them what had
toward
cocktails. Our combatting the "wall" is: L
Molotov
in
done to correct these irregularities and the program
in rocks and Don't be ashamed of ourselves
is
not
correct?
strength
this
Is
problems.
the solution of the remaining
bottles. Our power lies in our (as Negroes); 2. Desegregate
Answer: Yes.
willingness to endure suffering our own minds; 3. Never adjust
meetQuestion: Who were some of the people present at the
The principal, teachers and treatment en route to the hos- and determination to persist in to being behind the "wall"; 4.
ing?
students of Prospect Elemen- pital.
non-violent resistance to wrong. Depart from the ghetto song,
HayAnswer: Charles L. Mitchell, President of the Alliance;
Mrs. Tate. still not aware of Riots are the desperate cry of "Been down so long till "down"
South Memphis
in
School
conduct.
tary
of
disorderly
charge
ant
expect
d
18-year-ol
An
Jr. Also
wood Nichols, Vice President; and Issac Davis,
for were shocked when they learn- the seriousness of her child's the unheard. Summer riots are don't bother me."
in- mother was in John Gaston hos- and kept in jail until time
present were members of the Clerks Organization which
Saturcliw
ed that 11-year-old, sixth grade, condition arrived at the hospital caused by America's winter of He closed in a burst of oraon
pital this week as a result of a court to be held
Arnold;
Richard
Ventrini;
Ernest
pupil, Mary Elaine Tate, daugh-1 behind the ambulance. She was dalliance with justice. But riots tory which combined the fervor
cluded: Elect Kennedy;
beating she received about 3:30 morning.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest told that the child's body was are not the answer."
Horn
Miss
ter
of evangelizing Baptist preachagainst
charge
The
and Freddie Whitt.
policeman
a.m. Saturday -by a
group?
the
to
had died unexpectedly in the morgue. She could not The famed civil rights lead- er with the cool logic of a colout
Tate,
pregnant
point
who is seven months
Question: Now, what did you
in Squad Car No. 50.
When her husband, a er voiced his opposition to the lege professor. He closed on the
Mr.
was dismissed by the judge on after an apparently minor ill- believe it.
Answer: I went over the items and explained them.
at Kay's TV and concepts of the term "black note of urging his listeners to
repairman
TV
Mattiej
Miss
ty
was
Opportuni
victim
The
ness.
had
police
nt
the
that
Employme
the grounds
Dixon and his group on Equal
reached the hos- power", which he noted h a s "persist in the tight to work
Service
Radio
Mattie
Mrs.
of
daughter
anything
properly, Horn,
no reason to ask hero
The child had attended the
(Task Force) found that all selections were made
was in a state
Tate
Mrs.
pital,
St.
been taken largely out of the and sacrifice for right and juswas no Horn of 1866 Benning
at the time of the incident since school the first day of the curswing rooms were completely integrated, and there
had to be given a
and
shock
of
law.
any
was
she
abviolating
in which it was prob- tice in a non-violent manner to
that
he
was
When
not
context
said
was
Horn
term.
Miss
she
rent.
tes)
(certifica
Register
Service
Clerk
discrimination of the
had gone On Sunday, Miss Horn was sent for two days, her home- sedative.
intended. He help America solve its greatest
and
ably
home
originally
way
her
on
Mary Elaine's funeral was said if "black power" means dilemma.
as far as race creed or color.
as the corner of Florida carried to John Gaston hospital room teacher, M r s. Mollie
far
as
to
a
failure
was
there
mother's
that
her
found
at
held Monday
In some insances, it was
,
Negro and Fay sts., when the pollee and admitted for treatment Jackson Bolton, inquired about church, S t. Peter's Baptist anything more than the mar- More than $3,500 was taken
call Negro females "Miss or Mrs." and some of the
shalling of the Negro's political up in spontaneous donations
car came up and one of the after she complained of injuries her. Mary Elaine's grandmothShe is survived by her
men were called "boy."
asked her where she to her head and hack as a re- er. Mrs. Mary L. Tate, told Mrs. Church. her grandmother, and and economic strength, "Then contributed by the huge audiofficers
questionparents,
Mr. Dixon found that unfair job assignments was
I'm against it". His strong ence to help finance the Southwas going.
sult of the beating at the hand Bolton that the young girl was
five brothers. She was the only
but
officer.
statement brought loud and pro- ern Christian Leadership Conthe
of
able. Also at the Air Mail Field there was discrimination,
it
told
them
She said that she
chilsix
Tates'
the
among
girl
longed applause bum the huge ference.
there was a Negro supervisor doing the assigning.
was none of their business Through her mother, Miss
The girl's mother, M r s, dren.
in the Metropolitan
Dr. King was accompanied to
Horn has registered a complaint Claudia Tate, a Safety Patrol
I have instructed supervisors on the evening cruises to where she was going.
Mrs. Mary R. Brooks, princi- audience
the
Station
Desota
or
Memphis by some of his
Office
Main
The officer on the passenger with the Memphis branch of
police-woman, stationed at Kerr pal of Prospect School, and auditorium and gymnasium.
use one of the offices at the
to side of the car, she said, got NAACP. which in turn has re- and Wilson, and a member of
of his non-violence staunchest supporters of his
to take an employee there to counsel him rather than try
Mrs. Mollie J. Bolton, described In defense
and
Fire
to
complaint
King gave re- SCLC organization. Leaders of
Dr.
the
program.
layed
on
her
him.
hear
can
struck
Mary
said
her,
others
1958,
the patrol since
out, grabbed
Mary Elaine as a bright, active,
take him off into a corner where
time Police Commissioner Claude, had been her usual "chipper" and cheerful child. She had been peated account of instances in the Progressive National Bapthe
during
thought
and
employees
head,
Negro
the
where
areas
some
There were
being manhandled l Armour, the Justice Department and active self until she came in apparent good health, prior which Don-violence has won tist Convention, Inc., spearheadthat they were being harrassed. This existed on the primary she was
gains for civil rights. He cited ed by Dr. T. M. Chambers, of
referred to her as a "bitch." in Washington, D. C., and the home from school on the first to her sudden death.
cases where the cases had to be swept. Now, only by special
office of the Federal day, and complained of a sore
local
what happened in Montgomery, Los Angeles, out-going pres"whore."
a
and
"nigger,"
must
—
it
request can anybody use the rest bar Mt, and then
Bureau of Investigation.
bus strike. He dwelt ident, and Dr. Gardner C. Taya
on
Alabama's
arrested
was
Horn
throat.
Miss
be tilted. They must keep their feet off the ledges.
on the Selma "march", the lor of New York, newly electusual
the
took
The
mother
We have tried to be fair in any disciplinary actions.
Birmingham struggle, the Al- ed president of the International
precautions and gave the child
ns?
Ga., effort, and the de- Religious group, strongly supbany,
Question: How did the Alliance react to your explanatio
a. gargle for her throat and put
monstrations in Chicago. He ported Dr. King's view.
Answer: Well, I thought they were satisfied with the explaher to bed. She decided to keep
nations offered.
her at home the next day. On
Although there were detailed discussions with the Alliance
returning from her patrol duties
been
had
of the petition and the corrective measures that
that afternoon, the mother was
of the
met by one of her other chiltaken, according to Mr. Moreland the breaking down
regdren, who told her that their
material item by item and the explaining of Post Office
sible
sister was worse.
ulations that had to be followed would not be comprehen
an's
not
Congressm
was
n
The mother took the child to
The
informatio
larships.
went
this
$7.500
,
Therefore
totalling
public.
Checks
by the general
A 65-year-old man war charg- Howell aws arrested and chargout this week to the scholarship only stipulation was that the a doctor. He examined the
made available to include in this article.
with arson, and a 65-year-old ed with assault and battery.
Shelby
of
ed
resident
child, discovered she had a
of funds of eight Memphis colleges student be a
The Postmaster also pointed out that another concern
charged with assault Both were ordered held to
folshe)
woman
(or
the
he
told
and
that
throat,
mothand
sore
Grider
County
George
man
about
done
Congress
he
as
the Alliance is promotions, but "nothing can
following an in- state on the charges and bond
study
f
battery
o
and
course
the
younghe
giving
was
er
that
some
relow
to
promoted es- made good on his promise
promotions until the employees who want to be
cident which occurred early set when they appeared in City
by "which better equips him or en- ster a shot. He said the shot
voted
raise
pay
the
to
fuse
tablish eligibility on the Supervisor's Registry."
Saturday morning.
Court on Motday.
courages him to participate in would make her sleep rather
so many the Congress two years ago.
When asked why whites have been able to get
soundly, but it would be good
Day of
public affairs.
Shifford
said
Police
each
$1,000
for
checks
Seven
r and
promotions during the 18 years he has been postmaste
970 Crawford pl. got into an
During the past two years, for her. That was in the mornwere no Ne- went to Memphis State UniverNegroes have not, Mr. Moreland replied, "There
argument with Mrs. Arlene
Tennes- Congressman Grider has contri- ing.
of
University
the
sity.
the
Howell of 963 Crawford pl., and
groes In office when I became postmaster. I appointed
Units, Southwestern buted $15,000 to the eight col- On the afternoon of the same
Medical
see
my
day (Friday), Mrs. Tate said
s.
locked her door and would,
universitie
she
and
leges
Brothers
first Negro. All supervisors have been promoted under
Christian
at Memphis,
she returned home from duty
not let him in.
College, LeMoyne College, Siensupervision."
and found the child asleep. She
must
Mr. Day went away and reHe added, "All who want to become supervisors
na College and Owen College. A
she seemed to be sleeping
said
Selecyears.
the
two
to
every
ons
mailed
turned with some kerosene,
$500 check was
Dr.
—
MEET
compete in supervisory examinati
AT
ELECTED
foo soundly. She could barely
There Memphis Academy of Art.
dashed it on Mrs. Howell's
tions are made on senority and from the top 15 per cent.
awaken her. So she returned to Gardner C. Taylor, pastor of
James Herbert Stewart of 1660
pass
not
can
they
nal
because
porch and set it afire. As be
in
church
During the 1964 Congressio
Baptist
are so few Negroes on the Register
Concord
the doctor with the child. He
Howell shot Riverside, was shot in the left
Mrs.
leaving,
the
was
criticized
Grider
,
largest
e
h
t
campaign
Y.,
N.
Brooklyn,
the test."
examined h e r again. Mrs.
shoulder on last Friday night
him once in the right thigh.
which
It was also emphasized that there were four Negroes on 30 per cent pay raise
Tate said she told the doctor Protestant church in America,
about 10 p.m. as he was walkdone
was
damage
pres- Extensive
but -members of Congress had
that she could not feel the was unanimously elected
the last Register who were in the "zone of consideration,"
ing near the corner of Swift and
before
porch
Howell's
promMrs.
He
s.
to
Nathemselve
ve
Progressi
for
rs
voted
the
Superviso
of
on the
Ident
only three were selected. Of the 164 names
Annual Women's Day was ob- child's heart beating.
blaze was put out by the Fay: and Wilson Griffin. 19. of
According to Mr. ised not to accept the pay
The doctor began massaging tional Baptist Convention hertethe
at
11
Sept.
Sunday,
last
wasp 345 Dison was charged with asRegister, there are only 14 who are Negroes.
served
last Friday. He succeeded Dr. Fire Department. Mr. Day
• raise and pledged to contribute
sault to murder.
chargMoreland their names are "so far down the list."
the Travelers' Rest Baptist the girl's heart area. She awoke
and
home
his
at
ps.
arrested
for
scholarshi
Angeles
money
I.os
of
the
who were
pastor, Rev. momentarily but seemed in a T. M. Chambers
the
with
church
Young Stewart told officers
the
infollowing
The person who was not selected from the four
I
thet
arson
means
with
ed
payment
"This
daze. The doctor advised the in the post. Dr. Taylor pledged
In the "zone of consideration," is not included among the 14 have fulfilled this pledge," Con- J. B. Gooch. delivering t h e
vestigation by the Fire Mar- that no word was said, and that
free
"a
as
ion
denominat
the
mother to take her to a hospital.
per cent.
Griffin just turned and fired.
be shal's office.
gressman Grider said. "As far morning sermon
mentioned above, because he ranked in the top 15
af- He also called the Fire Depart- voice that can and will
the
for
speaker
all
that
guest
ns
implicatio
The
every
been
kept
has
have
I
it was discovered that The 15-year-old victim reportAfter
there
He
nation."
the
as I can tell.
According to sources,
save
to
raised
bring
to
them
ons for promise I made during the last ternoon program was airs. Jo- ment and asked
reasert our comit- Mr. Day was suffering from a ed to police after being carried
employees were not notified when certain examinati
Strickland Dewey. a respirator The Fire Depart- said, "We
sephine
"Openings
."
he was taken to to John Gaston hospital foe
campaign
stated,
r
Postmaste
arrived, and intent to one American Society bullet wound,
promotions were to be held. The
schools will select Mrs. Jerline Douglas w ii ment ambulance
and Mrs. treatment.
quali.
the
hospital,
of
Gaston
Each
best
John
the
for
color."
boards
to
bulletin
regard
without
on
aid
posted
first
for promotions are
the fireman began their
receive the scho- chairman of Women's Day.
to
students
tbo
tied, and a senior employee may bid."
4
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Expectant Mother
Beaten By Police

Grider Sends $7,500
To Eight Colleges

Prospect Student Dies
After Brief Illness

Elderly Arsonist Shot
As He Runs From Blaze

Teenager Shot

Women's Day At
Travelers' Rest

In Shoulder

Page
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the salesman, he reportedly
pulled a .25 automatic pistol and
shot him five times.

Argument About Fan
Leads To Shooting
An argument over a payment'salesman of 911 Parr st.
due on a fan resulted last Satur- According to police, McDavis
day morning in the shooting of!
and Wren began arguing in
a 35-year-old man.
front of the victim's house
The victim was Willie Mc- about a delinquent payment for
Davis of 1654 Britton St. Arrestthe fan, when McDavis went ined later and charged with
side the house and returned
carrying a pistol and assault
with a butcher knife.
to murder was Robert Lee
When McDavis started toward
Wren. 43, a white mercantile

w_

SCOUT DAY PROCLAMATION—City officials joined with representative Bey Scoots
last week to be present when Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr., designated Tuesday,
Sept. 20, as Scoot Day and School Night.
/be purpose is to show what Scouting is
accomplishing in the city, particularly
through the schools. Shown in the picture
from left to right, standing are: (Its' Corn -

Shown above is Mr. Warren of Warren's Contemporary
styles Barber and Beauty Salon pointing out the (vetoers,
shaping the hair and brow for the new mode natural loot
as worn by model Henri Arlene. Mr. Warren with his
efficient and courteous staff of expert Barbers and Beauticians located at 887 Thomas Street, says For the style
becoming to you, you should be coming to us." For the
very ultimate in hair care call 5261= for infonaation
or appointment.

Beale Area Residents
Getting Special Help

Teacher To Speak
On Women's Day
At Broad Baptist

missioner Pete Sisson, Kenneth Tuggle, sow
of Mr. and Mn. Owens Tuggle, David Newborne, Jr., see of Mr. and Mrs. David
Hunter
Newborse, City Commissioner
Lane, Buddy Fergasoa, toe of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett E. Ferguson; seated is Coady
Commissioner Jimmy Moore. with 8-year.
old Scout Keith Qualls eu his 12P.

By DEBORAH. A. THOMAS 'children, thereby raising the US.
Approximately 3.000 residents; standards of child
care and im-. The guest speaker for the proin the Beale Street area will be
inro
ine
the
planning
for the gram at 3:30 will be Mrs. Lee
affected by the Beale Street Cr-1-- -` ban Renewal project, according , care of the children: services; Anderson Barron, well-known
to Charles R. Conway. Social to increase the regularity of educator, who is an instructor
Service specialist for Memphis school attendance of children of languages at Coahoma Junior
Housing Authority,
and adolescents: projects to aid college at Clarksdale, Miss.
The project which Mr. Con- the residents in handling money
Mrs. Barro n's association,
ways' depratment has respon-! wisely through budgeting: dewith the Baptist church on the
sibility began a diagnostic sur-!velopment of recreational and local, state and national level:
vey in September 1965 in order social activities in the immedi,has taken her abroad several
to find out the many problems, ate community for ADC retimes. She has visited 15 foreign!
d the inhabitants of the Beale. ciments in order for them to
countries, including the Holy
Street Area. In January. the meet acceptable standards of
Lands The public is invited tol
Memphis Housing Authority So- social behavio
vocational hear Mrs. Barron.
cial Service Department (Scale i training for persons beyond high
Street Area). under Mr. Con- school age: and instructions in
Rev. H. C. Cherry is pasted
way's direction, began to aid good housekeeping methods.
of the church.
the people.
According to Mr. Conway, his
local public agency •'has the responsibility to minimize the
hardships of the persons facing
the prospect of displacement
from an urban renewal area."
The residents are faced with
problems of poor health, broken
families, high rate of illegitiniacy and lack of education.
Mr. Conway said, "Failure to
solve these problems can spread
the conditions of physical blight
to other areas in the locality or
weaken efforts to prevent the
recurrence of blight in the project area itself.Although Mr. Conway's department provies dmany Dervices for the people who are
being affected by the Beale
Street Urban Renewal Project,
over 200 of the residents have
taken advantage of them since
January.
Those who are blind bare
been sent to the State of Tennessee School for the blind, Others who have come seeking aid
have been sent to referral services.
According to the Social Service specialist, the local public
agency does not merely send
people to the referral services
whereby they can be put in contact with appropriate community agencies, but it -follows up
to see whetheir each individual
gets help.some of the sen if- r• which
are offered to help combat the
problems faced by the residents
involved in the Beale Street
Urban Renewal Project include:
identificatioo of the medical
needs of the families and re.
ferral for diagnosis and treat- I
ment; services to prevent the
parents from neglecting their
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Wren appeared in City Court
on Monday and was ordered
held to the state on the two
charges. His bond was set at
$2,000.

QUEEN QUALITY

tab.

lainwavek Iammarc
"Wald with Stylish
Isentlul war

the

EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!

• 514 1C

TECHNICOLOR*•PANIIIIIIIII0Or
ditiNtlife" PICTUnO

First Baptist Church Broad
avenue will celebrate annual
Women's Day on Sunday, Sept.
111
I - The speaker for the morning
! will be Miss Barbara Sutton, a
member of First Baptist where
she is a Sunday school teaeher
and member of the gospel chor-

went

After the shooting, Wren
to a phone booth, called
police and was arrested.

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS....

NOW
SHOWING!

bao, DAISY

He was hit four times in the
leg and once in the stomach.
The victim was carried to
the hospital where he was admitted to the intensive care
unit in critical condition.

CHILI with BEANS
7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
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LE MOYNE FACULTY BRIEFED—Fall activity at LeMoyne College got underway last week when a two-day
conference was held for faculty and staff members. President Hollis F. Price is seated front, center (back to

NEW FACES AT LANE—New members of the faculty and
staff at Lane College are seen here, from left: Dr. Taxi M.
Barkatullah, chairman of Division of Education; Miss Ernestine Wilson, bookkeeper; Dr. S. C. Mahajan, biology;
James Porter, speech and drama; Dr. Tarakjiban Bhalla•
charrya, physics; Marion Peek, history; Miss Jacqueline
F'onvielle, art; Gerald Walker, football coach; Mark Stans-

bury, public relations director; Mrs. I,udia Parsons, secretary to Student aid director; Miss Brenda Lee Jones,
chairman to chairman of Department of Education; Mrs.
Jeanette Beasley, director of Student Teaching; Charles
Marshall, instructor of business education; Mrs. Annie Miller, English instructor, and Dr. J. Orville McShine, French.

New Instructors Join
Faculty At LeMoyne

4/fraefluns COLISEUM

at the MID-SOUTH

Something for Everyone...at the 1966

Missionary Association, founder M.A. from New York Univerof Fisk and LeMoyne. The AMA sity.
is affiliated with the United
Mrs. Ernestine V. Guy of
Church of Christ.
President Hollis F. Price of Memphis, with a B.S. from
LeMoyne College this week an- Lane College at Jackson, Tenn.,
Dr. Jahajan, professor of bio-1 will be professor of French and
nounced the appointment of sevlogy, is a native of India. Hy chairman of the Department of eral
has joined the business office
new instructors.
has served as research assis- Modern Foreign Languages.
staff at LeMoyne.
tant in India and Rutgers UniMr. Peek will be an instructor Joining the LeMoyne faculty
versity, and this past year held in history. Mrs. Lake will serve are: Mrs. John M. Hemphill of Returning to the LeMoyne
a post-doctoral trainee post at as reference librarian. Mrs. Memphis. European and Afri- faculty are three former inthe University of Wisconsin.
Parsons will work as secretary can history, B.A. from Swarth- structors; William T. Fletcher
Dr. Bhattacharrya, a native of to the Student Aid Director. more College and Ph.D. from
who has earned the Ph.D. de- JACKSON, Tenn. — Lane Col- he did advance study above the India, will serve as
professor Miss Wilson is bookkeeper for University of London.
gree in mathematics at Univerlege began classes Monday with master's degree in chemistry at of physics. Mr. Harvey will in. the college. Miss Jones will be
the strongest faculty and staff the University of Minnesota.
Miss Vicki E. Vox of Des sity of Idaho, Miss Martelle D.
struct in the area of mathemat- secretary to the chairman of the
in its history with the addition Added to the staff are Mrs. ics. Mrs. Merriwether will be in Division of Education.
Moines, Iowa, political science, Trigg who has completed all of
of twenty new faculty and saff Mary Reid Lake, Mrs. Ludie charge of the Reading Labora- , Mr. Stansbury, a 1966 Lane B.A. from Drake University and
members, according to Dr. C. Rowe Parsons, Miss Ernestine tory and as an English instnic- graduate, will work as Public M.A. from University of Wis• the course requirements for the
Ph.D. degree in sociology at
A. Kirkendoll, president. The Wilson, Miss Brenda Lee Jones. tor.
Relations Director. He has cousin.
University of Tennessee and
staff is composed of sixtv-six and Mark Stansbury.
Mrs. Miller will serve as a worked with Radio Stations
members. including fourteen Dr. Barkatilliah will serve as professor of English. Mr. Por WDIA in Memphis and WJAK Miss Linda B. Longfellow of Charles Phillips, physics.
with doctorates and thirty-one Chairman of the Division of Ed- ter of Rockwood, Tenn., will In Jackson, Tennessee. He also Brainerd, Minn., European his- Leaving LeMoyne this year is
with master's degrees.
ucation. A native of Pakistan, teach speech and drama. Dr. studied Journalism at Lincoln tory, B.A. from Carlton College Dr. Clifton H. Johnson, profesand M.A. from Indiana UniverNew members added to the he comes to Lane from Alcorn McShine, a native of Trinidad, University in Missouri.
sor of history. He is moving to
sity.
faculty are Dr. Qazi M. Barka- A di M College where he served
Fisk University in Nashville
tullah, Mrs. Juanetta Beasley, as professor of education. He
Vern C. Hagen of Iowa City, where he will take over the
Miss Jacqueline Fonvielle, M. has also served on the faculty
Iowa, economics, B.A. from Amistad Research Center for
D. Merriwether. Dr. Vishnu of Indiana University, and deConcordia College and M.A. the Study of Negro Life and
Oak, Charles Marshal 1, and partment head at Government
History. He also will serve as
from University of Iowa.
Gerald Walker ih the Division College in West Pakistan.
director of the Race Relations,
Mrs. Victoria A. Hagen of Department of the American
of Education. Dr. S. C. Jaha- Mrs. Beasley, a graduate of
Iowa City, lows. English and
Jan, Dr. Tarakjiban Bhattachar- Lane, will be Director of Stumathematics, B.A. from Conrya. and Roosevelt Haivey in dent Teaching. Miss Fonvielle
the Division of Natural and will serve in the Art Depart- A $793,683 grant to support gram's expansion has been cordia College and M.A. from
work experience and training prompted by the success of the
Physical Sciences, Mrs. Mag- ment. Mr. Merriwether will be
University of Iowa.
projects in six Tennesse coungie Smith Merriwether, Mrs. an instructor in Educational
experimental project in Gibson
ties for 525 unemployed parents
Mrs. Diana Hayes of MemAnnie M. Miller. Dr. J. Orville Psychology. Dr. Oak, a former
and their 1,575 children was an- County. A recent evaluation phis, English, B.A. from State
McShine. and James Porter in Wilberforce University profesnounced last week by U.S. Wel- showed that 17 of 23 trainees University of Iowa and M.A.
the Division of Humanities, and sor of business education and
fare Commissioner Ellen Win- completing the first training from Memphis State University.
Marvin Peekin the Social Sci- economics and head the departston.
Mark Goldman of New York
ence Division.
ment of Business Education. The funds, authorized by Title class in Gibson County are pre- City, American
history, B.A.
sently
employed
result
as
of
a
C. O. Epps professor of Chem- Mr. Marshall will be an instruc- V of the Economic Opportunity
from Brandeis University and
istry, has returned tp the in- tor in the area of business edu- Act, will be used to expand a their training. Formerly, t hey
stitution after a year's leave of cation. Mr. Walker is head foot- Gibson County program to in- received public assistance payabsence serving as an exchange ball ceb and instructor in the clude Crockett, Dyer, Harde- ments ranging from $75 to $130 which
might affect his ability
professor at Macalester College Department of Physical Educa- man, Madiso n, and Obion a month.
to benefit from the project. . .
in St. Paul. Minn. While there tion.
counties. The projects are under
Public welfare workers keep receive prompt attention. For
the direction of the Tennessee in close touch with each trainee mothers who would otherwise be
Department of Public Welfare. and his family so that health, unable to partieipate, day care
Dr. Winston said the pro- personal or other problems. . . is provided for their children.

20 Added To Faculty
And Staff At Lane

Six Counties Will Be

Helped By Large Grant

RED HOT SPECIALS
ON

REAL COOL OLDSMOBILES
***irk************i
* FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED *

INCLUDES
*
*
*
*
*

Rata
Heater
Power steering
Power brakes
Side mirror
Chrome window frames
Tinted glen
Deluxe seat belts

Automatic transmission
Deluxe steering wheel
White tires
Wheel discs
Windshield washer
Beck up lights
1 speed 'lode. wipers

**********irk*****-A

y

ur

End

Savinas

The Fabulous

GARY LEWIS

JIMMY DEAN

And the Playboys
*
5- - * t
p Sept. 30

1933m

* In Person
Oct. 1
4 & 8:30
P.M.

8:30 P.M.

with the
CHUCK CASSiOr SINGERS
and a HOST OF STARS

Musical
Stars
Galore

REE
TAINMENT

FESS
PARKER
TV.s

World
Charr2 ronship
•*
Sept. 2d-8..O P.M.

Sept. 24-1:30, 4:30, 8:30
Sept. 25-1:30, 4:30
See the PALOMINO PATROL

Daniel Booifi
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
$350 • $300 • $250 • $200
CHILDREN $1 in $2 Sections

MAIL ORDERS • COLISEUM
GOLDSMITH'S DOWNTOWN
Enclose stamped, sell•
addressed envelope.

...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted
(except
champagne)

a a am1966

UNION PROTECTIVE
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
1234 Mississippi Boulevard
Memphis, Tennessee
948-2706-7-8
The company with
"The Insurance Plan for The Working

Man"

LEWIS H. TWIGG
T.H. HAYES, JR.
President
Secretary - Treasurer
E. B. PAYNE, SR.
Director of Agencies
MEMPHIS AGENCIES

WE MEAN BUSINESS

PRYOR
0108

2525 Summer

in Memphis...Sept. 23-Oct.1
WHBQ Radio 56 presents

ANOTHER YEAR 01.01

88 SEDANS
$3295

camera). Student registration was conducted last weekend
and classes for the first semester began Monday of this
week. Faculty-staff sessions were held in the Alumni Room
in the lower level of the library.

323-5556

MEMPHIS DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
368 Beale Street
525-1488
Mr. Charles Cooperwood, Manager
Mr. J. N. Franklin, Supervisor
Mr. Louis H. Young, Supervisor
Mrs. Carlean J. Smith
Mrs. Em•stin• Thompson
Mrs. Judie B. Royal
Mrs. Earlin• Shislity Warren
Mrs. Margie Leok•
Mrs. Nursi• D. Bradley
Mrs. Lirii• BrOMIIS

Mr. Merbart Hugh*.
Mrs. Roscoe W. Maya

NORTH MEMPHIS BRANCH
2167 Chelsea Avenue
276-7650
Mr. Clarence Grew, Manager
Mr. Robert Williamson, Supervisor
Mrs. Mahler Rawlins
Mrs. Margaret K. Thomas
Mr. Eddie Heastort
Mr. Charli• Hunt
Mr. Mose Wallace
Mrs. Louis* M. Porirish

EAST MEMPHIS BRANCH
2364 Park Avenue
324-7692
Mr. Lena! Anderson, Man rigor
Mrs. Ella Thomas, Supervisor
Mrs. Ou•en E. Hopkins
Mrs. Bessi• Howard
Mr. Leandro* Jones
Mo. Clyde R. Wolk•r

Sparkling CHAMPALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is sold.
SPARNUNO

CHAMPALE
NiletreeOlie &rev/tory ot N.J. Inc.. Trenton 0

A. S. Barboro, Inc.
House Of Quality Since 1877
119 St. Paul
Phone 527-6813
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(Union Protective ifMrs. Crossley To Speak !Memphis Baha'i Plan
To Observe Its At St. Paul Baptist
For World Peace Day
33rd Anniversary

Women's Day will be o b- er, program chairman, and Mrs
of the Baha'i Faith that the institutions and poliserved next Sunday, Sept. 18, John E. Buckley chairman4 of Members
cies which regulate this coupin more than 500 America n'
at St. Paul Baptist church at publicity.
try's political, ecoaomic and so1144 E. McLemore st. and the Rev. S. E. Herring is pas- communities will sponsor and cial life achieve a world order
observe World Peace Day on which will foster the unity and
Union Protective Life Insur- guest speaker for the 3 P.m• tor of the .church.
Samuel
Mrs.
Sept. 18, "to spread well-being of mankind and brinz
at_ISunday,
will
be
program
to
invited
The
is
public
celebrate
company
ance
will
S. Crossley, a secondary edu- tend all services of the day the recognition of America's about universal peace.
the 33rd anniversaiy
of its phis
supervisor of the Memspiritual destiny to raise the
founding by attending the regu, cation
City school system.
standard of peace in the world." The creative force of religion
must play a vital role in achievlar church worship services on
an
active
is
Crossley
Mrs.
house will be held by ing this world unity and peace,
Open
Sunday, Sept. 18, with the mem- member of Metropolitan Bapthe Memphis Baha'i communi- the prophet said.
ben of Greater White Stone tist church where she teaches
ty at their center at 36 N. Clevebeand
class
a Sunday school
Baptist church.
from 3 to 5 in the after- Baha'u'llah said, "The wellland
longs to the Rebecca club.
An invitation is extended being of mankind, its peace and
noon.
Attending the services will be
She is a native of Louisiana
security are unattainable unall.
to
personnel from district offices and received her bachelor's deless and until its unity is firmly
Baha'u'Llah, the priaphet-fottn- established."
in Kansas City, Brio.; St. Louis. gree from Southern university
and
her
La.
of the Baha'i Faith, pointed
Rouge,
Baton
der
at
Mo.; Jackson, Tenn.; Chatta-.
is
'master's degree from the Uniout in his teachings that the Miss Johanna Zimmerman
Memphis
nooga, Nashville and Knoxville, versity of North Dakota.
the
of
secretary
peoples
all
of
ce
interdependen
Assembly.
along with workers from the The mother of two daughters,
of this age make it necessary Baha'i
three district offices in Mem- she has also studied at the Uniphis and the home office at 1234 versity of Tennessee, Atlanta
university and Memphis State
Mississippi bovd.
university.
Rev. A. R. Williams is pastor
Mrs. Mamie Edwards is genTrain At Night
of the church located at the cor- eral chairman of Women's Day,
ner of S. Wellington and Mc Mrs. Canary Rutherford c o - 1
Late Evening Classes In
MRS. CROSSLEY
Ewen sts., and he will give the chairman, Mrs. Gertrude Book-I
morning message.
IBM KEY PUNCHING
11111111111111111111111111W1111111111111111111111111111
d1111111118111•1
Union Protective Life InsurARITHMETIC
IS
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
ance company celebrates its •
MACHINE SORTER
ADDING
10-KEY
anniversary each year by worONE AND AT A VERY MODEST
IN
OF
THESE
ALL
shipping with a different church
COST
in the community.
•
a Effective November 29 1965
PAYMENT TERMS ARRANGED
•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Next classes will assemble September 13, 1966-For
•
Sat or Sun. $I 25
Monday
Details Simply Coll 948-2707 Or 276-4133 Or come
•
Sat Open RAM In 6 PM
By 1234 Miss, Blvd. Union Protective Life Building
•
thru
Sun Open 8 AM to 2 M

JOBS ARE AVAILABLE

jtalph Abernathy, an associate of Dr. King
in the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and Detective Jerry Williams of
the Memphis Police Department. Mr.
Strong was among those in Chicago in late
August to participate in the march on Cicero, which was subsequently called off
after agreements were reached in talks
for better housing for Negroes.

STRONG GREETS KING—Harry L. Strong,
general director of the Mallory Knights
Charitable Organization; was among those
persons who chatted with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. when he came here last
Friday night as main speaker on Civil
Rights Night program at the Progressive
National Baptist Convention. Seen here,
from left, are Mr. Strong, Dr. King, Rev.

•
:
8 CAR WASH $ 1 •i

Fashion Show At
Grider To Speak For Memphians Back Eastern Star
Friends To Education From Motor Trip

A fashion show sponsored by
Missionary Circle No. 1 will be
presented at the Eastern Star
Baptist church on Sunday afterEdward D. Porter, popular noon, Sept. 18, from 4 to 5, and
Congressman George W .Gri-, spiritually a n d financially,"! salesman of 1371 Vollentine st., the public is invited.
der of the Ninth Congressional' and the support of all citizensi and his sister, Mrs. Lou Ella
Models from various churches,
District of Tennessee will be is welcomed. Meetings are held' Jackson, have returned home along with members of the Misthe guest speaker during an in- each Monday night in the Union after an extensive motor trip sionary Circle, will be featured.
stallation service for officers of Protective Life Insurance corn - and visits with relatives and Mrs. Felicia Saran will narFriends to Education on Sun- pany at 1234 Mississippi blvd. friends.
rate the show.
Among the cities they visited
day afternoon. Sept. 25, in Rog- from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Mrs. Mary Braswell is presMuner Williams auditorium at Owen Plans are now being made were St. Louis, Chicago,
of the group and Mrs.
ident
and
Louisville
Detroit,
Ind;
cie,
i
college.
Friends
of
to establish chapters
reporter.
Burns
Ruth
Nashville.
Among officers to be install;drto Education in the cities of
Nashville,
Alcoa,
s
e
Chattanooga,
pr
Winston,
are Mack A.
dent: Rochester Neely, vice Jackson and other areas of the
president; Clifton Satterfield state.
recording secretary; Martin A. A Woman's Auxiliary to
Jones, financial secretary; S. Friends to Education is headed
I
G. Cochrane, treasurer; Lloyd by Mrs. Flora Cochrane.
I
McClain. chaplain. and 0. J.
1
the churches and i
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Armstrong, parli amentarian. Among
t
recently completing pay- 1
clubs
tive
execu
the
of
Members
1
Defender to address below
pledges are St. John 1
committee include Lewis Twigg ment of
0;
0
4
$
Vance,
church
Baptist
retiring president; Jack Humes
$6.00 Six months $3.50:
the Bluff City and Shelby Coun- :One year
B. T. Lewis, Hannibal Parks
ty Council of Civic Clubs, $27
and Jesse D. Springer.
Friendly 13 Christian club,
Music for the program will the
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Las Fabulous club, $6 0 ;
$100.
of
chorus
the
by
be furnished
$25.
Inc.,
Memphians,
and
Greater White Stone Baptist
TO
George Mitchell is chairman
church.
Friends to Education is an of the Installation program, and
organization which seeks to as W. C. "Bill"Weathers, in charge
Owen college "morally, of publicity.

•
a

Friday

▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

"DON'T DELAY"
CLASS ENROLLMENT LIMITED

a

reemommonsa•sammassim••••E

PLAY.....
"Let's Go To The Races"

New Subscription Order

Ward Chapel Sponsors Tea
Ward Chapel AME churc h1 Day program to be held on Sunwill present its annual Fall Tealday, Sept. 25. The public is inon Sunday. Sept. 18 from 4 to vited.
7 p.m. in the educational build- Mrs. Julia Pleas is general
chairman of Women's Day. Rev.
ing of the church.
The tea is the final event lead- R. L. McRae is pastor of the
log Up to the annual Women's church.

For sass
in your salads,
bring on the ...

SPEAS.
VINEGAR

UP TO

Zone No.

I Street Address
1

Slate

City

$500

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

._._

Apple Cider or White Distilled

WIN
Watch Channel 5
Every Saturday Night
7 'P M
Play 'let's Go
To The Races" 5 Big Races..
You may be a lucky Winner'

yes
thin
redeenied
a r
most be
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n% cards
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thres days atter card nuirmor and
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at
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postec been
result
est
that hare mrards. tiepieythe race
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accepted tor agency avid their
be
not be
not
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or altered
Star.
eot eligible
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Wallies are
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seassaros *tie tosB
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Get Your ters Go To The Races'
Race Cards Now At Big Star

bkW

Trs a%-li

SPEAS HOMEMADE ITALIAN DRESSING:
Combine the following in a jar. Shake vigorously.
4 cup Speas Vinegar, 1 cup salad oil, 1 teaspoon
1
/
salt, /
2 teaspoon white pepper, /
1
2 teaspoon
1
celery salt, /
4 teaspoon cayenne, Mg teaspoon dry
1
mustard, 1 clove garlic, minced, and dash Tabasco
sauce. Shake again before serving. rieId 1 cups.

-

Your New Quality Stamp Book...
Is Waiting For You At BIG STAR!

FREE: 1s-pag• booklal,'Why Didn't Someone no
H. About 111/ Thos. Uses for Vinsgsr. Wm.SPESIS
ItOMPANY, 2400 Nicholson Ave. Kansas Gay, Mo.

HYMAN BUILDERS SUPPLY
WAREHOUSE SALE
APPLIANCE
Was
11—RCA Whirlpool 11 ru. ft. Ref:.
(White or Coppertonel
10—Kelvinator 14 cu. ft. No Frost
Refrig, Freezer
1—Kelvinator Electric Range 30"
1—Royal Gas Range in'
Deluxe
1—Royal Gas Rang.

Selo

t13995 S111.95
257 95
144 SO
1100n
11:)
10
'

217.95
134.S0
99.00
120.00

TELEVISIONS
WA
3—RCA Victor 10. Portable. TV
1—RCA Victor 2r Color TV

Sele
S111.9S
399.95 349.00

AIR-CONDITIONERS
VV4st

Sete

1— C.3110 13TU Rellainator Air-Condi ..5147.'41 1.125 SO
1-11 MO
5-12..000
1 -14.000
1 211 An°

RTU Kelvinator Air-Condi... 191 95
BTU Kelvirintor Air-Condi... 215..3.S
BTU 1:elvinator Air-Condi... 222 .S0
:73 ,-0
BTU Keivinittor

HYMAN

1129 FLORIDA

165 00
17S SO
179 00
219 00

BUILDERS
SUPPLY

948-4555

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Placa Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

TAILORS

Save Quality
Stamps! Do you,
Christmas Shopping
the "Priceless Way"...
with Quality Stamps...!
The favorite gift Stamp
in this section of the
Nation! It takes less
Quality Stamps to fill
a book!

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Teweesse•
"YOUR Cowper/ Maim Whet Yee Ask Foe An
Crowbar Whose Yea no* or

11.

ear

.0

d

1

I

-
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Phase Shift

Sandra Lee Jones Is

CHAMPAIGN, 111. — (NP!)
— A belief that the civil rights
revolution is now between a l
protest and education phase
was expressed by the Rev.
Theodore M. Hesburgh. University of Notre Dame president,
during commencement exercises at the University of Illinois.
He pictured the protest phase
as "accomplishing and writing
into Federal law the broad
lines of . • . a national conscience on civil rights. T h e
second phase , . . largely educational . . . will call on all
our religious, educational and
full fruition."

Floyd Taylor's Bride
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cleveland chapel train.
Taylor are living in Louisville, She carried a white orchid
Ky., after their recent wedding bouquet encircled with white
at the East Canaan Baptist
carnations.
church in Millington, Tenn.
Miss Edna Jones was the
The bride is the former Miss maid of hono r. Bridesmaids
Sandra Lee Jones. daughter -Of were Misses Shirley Clements.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Jones, Victoria Haynes, Jean Taylor
Sr., of Millington. Mr. Taylor is and Hazel Williams.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Cousins of the bride. Jey.el
Taylor of Ellendale, Tenn.
Jones, was flower girl and
Officiating in the nuptial serv- Floyd Jones the ringbearer.
ice was Rev. E. M. Anderson
best
Miss Eleanor Williams was pia- Jonathan Macklin was
John
nist and Miss Wanda McKay man, groomsmen were
Hayes. Herman Buckley, Lester
vocalist.
Wiggins and Claudie Talbert.
Given in marriage by her faThe reception was held at the
ther, the bride wore a gown of
Aswhile peau de soie satin with home of the bride's parents.
Mackappliques of lace and pearls ac- sisting were Mrs. Bobbie
Brown
centing the scoop neckline and lin and Misses Ophelia
repeated in the skirt front and and Cynthia Malone.

New Hope Memphlans Snook
Baptist Women At Rust Session
Plan Program

The theme of the faculty-staff
planning session held early last
The women of New Hope Bap- week at Rust college in Holly
tist church at 649 Pearl place Springs, Miss., was "Teaching
are preparing for annual Wom- for Learning in an Age of Tranen's Day to be held on Sunday, sition."
Speakers for the session were
Sept. 25.
presiAs one of the affairs preced- Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
Rev.
college;
Owen
of
dent
celebraSunday
fourth
ing the
counreligious
Mickle,
C.
John
s"
tion is a "four season
college. and
program under the sponsorshin selor at LeMoyne
of eduprofessor
Hall,
John
Dr.
held
be
to
Coffee
of Mrs. L. V.
college
State
Jackson
at
cation
on Sunday. Sept. 18.

MR. and MRS. FLOYD CLEVELAND TAYLOR

Miss Doris E. Reese
A Prospective Bride
Mrs. Sophonia W. Reese this York City before entering the
week announced the engage- I St. John's Episcopal Hospital
ment of her daughter, Miss! School of Nursing in Brooklyn,
Doris E. Reese of New Yorkl N. Y.
City to Winston Mayo Mallory.i
Mr. Mallory attended Howard
formerly of Gloucester, Va.
University in Washington, D.C.,
Miss Reese is a graduate ofl and the New York School of Art
Booker T. Washington II ig h and Interior Design.
school. She attended Morgan
He is the son of Mrs. Doretha
State college in Baltimore and
of Gloucester, Va.
Mallory
New
in
y
Columbia Universit

mer session. He was among the 14 graduates of the School of Engineering this summer term, bringing the total for 1966 to 57.
Ullah and Hashmi are seniors in Agriculture at the Universit„.

IRANIAN EARNS A&I DEGREE—HameedUllah and Anwer Shah Hashmi, both of
Karachi, Pakistan, congratulate Houshang
Hamrahi of Tehran, Iran, upon having
earned his Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering degree at the end of the sum-- --

Captains Appointed
In Fund Raising Drive

Horse Stuff

f
1
I
I

with
T. R. McLemore, fund-rais- I Each captain is working
resteam
each
with
team,
a
s
LeMoyne'
for
ing chairman
are
,
Captains
$1,000.
for
ponsible
on,
Associati
Alumni
General
this week announced names of Mrs. Susie Hightower, Miss
captains working in the current Jimmy Blackshire, Mrs. Ann L.
$20,000 campaign which i s beMrs. Mildred Heard,
ing sponsored by the association Weathers,
G .Hooks Mrs.
Thelma
former
Mrs.
and
among graduates
students of the college.
'Letitia L. Poston, Roscoe Mc
Williams, Elmer L. Henderson
Gifts from the alumni, up toi
T. R. McLemore, Mrs. Rio Ri$20,000. will be matched by thel ta Jackson, Miss Carruthers,
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
Miss Harry Mae Simons, Mrs.
Branch Simmon s,
Catherine
drive
the
in
raised
Money
Hill Rose, Mrs.
Erie
Mrs.
will help the college pay the
cost of furnishing and equip- Yvonne Acey, LeRoy Van Johnping the new Student Center son, Joseph Westbrook, Lonnie
Wilnow under construction on cam- F. Briscoe. Torris Toney,
be corn- I lie Miles and Lawrence Garwill
building
The
pus.
(
rett.
pleted in March of 1967.

Small wonder director Sidney
Furie, who just completed Universal's "Appaloosa," starring
M a r lon Brand°. Anjanette
Comer, John Saxon and Frank
Silvera, is horse shy. Furie has
been thrown by every horse
he's dared to ride.
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Are Available
for Trained People
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TERMS ARRANGED
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NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI.STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
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At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year

..

ONLY

2095

s158:
8105 Price.-TrosperfalIem ond

NO
DO•114 Pivisvat.••....fof se.

What's the catch?
There isn't any.
retail price at the port
* $1,585 is the suggested
Sedan.
VW
the
for
entry
of
and import
The price inckides Federal excise tax

io#
If you want to do all your own shiltIng, the 4-speed
for you. Fin...', optional 4-speed manual transmission (available with V-8',) a fully synchronised vnth
higher numerical ratio in first gear. Gives fast takeoff
from minding start Floor-amounted shift Sewer bat poi.
ay reverse-arm kaput-

du;y.
heater/defroster, windshield
It includes tho built-in
padded
washer, electric windshield wipers and dual
sun yisors.
a stripped.
li's the price of the real thing; not
model.
down economy

FAIRLANES

lot of sense: the
There is on. optional that makes a $30.00 extra.
for
pholstery.
u
e
leaTherett
matching
it eliminates the
Needy everyone orders it because it. Unless, of
that's
And
covers.
need for slip
and oil it takes
course, you count the cost of gascar.
present
your
in
here
you to get

Shaeffer
l
ioe
motors.Inc.
\al
324 HIGHWAY SI SOUTH POAD
IN WHITIHAVEN HEAR BROOKS

396-1210

FAIRLANIS

FAIRLANIS

Finance Plan lo Fit Everyone's Pocket

What else do you have to pay?
car from the port
The charge for transporting the
charge.
delivery
of entry. The dealer
And local sales tax.

Special with the Fairlane GTA is sew Sport Shit
Gruise-O-Matic Drive, which pertnits both maintai
awl automatic shifting. For manual gear changing, mom
DMA levee back to Low (I) and upattift through 2nd
(2) and into High or Drive (D). For fully aniontatic
drifting,simply mow kver to Drive and go!

$5900
LEON THURMOND invites you to inspect his new location at 1035
Union Avenue. Here in this beautiful showroom-workroom, you can
shop relaxed in air-conditioned comfort The numerous textures and
colors of auto upholstery fabrics are displayed for your easy and
pleasurable selection. Seventeen years of superior workmanship has
made LEON THURMOND one of Memphis most tx)pular "Car Care
Centers:" Seat cover installation starts at $12.95. .. and to "Top It
Off," a smartly styled vinyl convertible top for only $54.95. LEON
THURMOND can also install the popular Landau vinyl top. Your
satisfaction is our guarantee. Whatever you need, from upholstery to
interior cleaning and shampooing, motor cleaning and painting, or
mirror glaze, see LEON THURMOND CUSTOM AIM UPHOLSTERY, 1035 Union, Phone 276-5446. Also Located at 2359 Lamar,,Phone•
324-2266

$5900
DOWN

PER MONTH

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So ...
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only

take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT

HERFF FORD
2450 SUMMER AVE.
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Martin Luther King---'Mercy Killer'

lotoiseloisou eel*, bolo rose. Si; on osoriks, $3.911„ (2- sr times, Sels'acrIptlate tees

WASHINGTON — Any good dictionary will tell you that
"euthanasia" means "painless death." Or more explicitly, "the
painlessly, especially a
practice of putting a person to death
TURNER JOINS QUARTERLY COURT—
painful disease."
Court Judge Perry Sellers. Squire Turner
and
incurable
National Advertising RoprosissitoNvos
an
from
suffering
\ person
Jesse H. Turner, right, recently elected a
is the second Negro in modern times to
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.- 310 Madison Avosinis, NOW Yik#,117, N.Y.
others wit.
Even now, more than a week since I and 2,000
member of the Shelby County Quarterly
serve on the court. Atty. H. T. Lockard,
Martin Lather
by
Sharp
Monroe
"executi
of
on"
the
nessed
Court, is seen taking the oath of office
elected to the court two years ago, did not
SERVING 1,0118,0120 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Illness.
King, I am still uncertain as to the exact nature of his
from Criminal Court Judge Benjamin L.
seek re-election.
appear•
almost
leader
SNCC
bearded
Chicago's gangly and
Hooks, and looking on at left is Criminal
ardent followers ated to be inviting death when he and his
tempted to usurp a mass meeting held more than a week ago
Southside.
in Liberty Baptist Church on Chicago's
Basing its claim on the contribution Negroes
things to see. Sharp',
pretty
have
not
are
sort
Executions of any
made to the state Democratic party, a committ
since it represent( d
unfortuna
te
ee of
more
even
SNCC's
was
and
New York Negro Democratic leaders has gone
on
the eontinuing demise of a useful and necessary arm in the
record in favor of the nomination of a Negro for
total civil rights movement.
lieutenant-governor. While a lesser post, that of attorne
But Chicago SNCC begged for death. Even before the meetygeneral, could be won with less opposition from
began, members of SNCC were passing out handbills wrosn
ing
the
party itself, it was felt that the time had
asked
the question: "Who speaks for the black man in
WASHIN
GTON, D.C. — Vice i, The strike at Universal Life, give them back pay for the time
come to
put a Negro in a policy-making position.
Chicago?"
President Hubert Humph rey 1 Insurance Company was calledl they were off the job.
Thehandbill a poorly planned stratagem aimed at disrupt.
It is unlikely, however, that the committ
Thursday
last
off
afternoon
and
,
will
the
principal
be
speaker
at
ee's
The workers were Mrs. Ann
workers asked for their jobs
meeting, was scurilous in nature and attacked King and
the
ing
wishes will be respected by the Democratic
exercises marking the begin- ,
Crawford Prince and Mrs. Rose
party's
Monday.
Christian Leadership Conference in a despicable
Southern
the
big wigs. The reaction was prompt and uninspir
Monger, both of whom claimed
ning of Howard University's,
ing.
But
when
entered
they
the
ofmanner, unworthy of any group clamoring for leadership and
A spokesman for City Council President Frank D.
year-long observance of its, fice on Monday morning and in a complaint filed with the
National
among the Negro people.
Labor
unity
Relations
Board
O'Connor, the strong favorite to win the governo
100th anniversary,Qd onda y, reported to John Parker, the that their dismissals were
rship
placed a lie in the mouth of Stokely Carmichael. national
It
nomination, said:
Sept. 19 at 10:30 a.m. The pro- new personnel director, they' bspught on by their connection
leader, who only the week before on nation-wide televiSNCC
gram to be held in Cramton were told that all the jobs had, wah Local 367 of the Office and
"There are a number of names being
considered
declared
that he — and presumably members of his or.
Won,
Auditorium, is open to the pub- been filled by permanent em- Professional Employees Interfor the lieutenant-govenorship spot. Among
them are
ganizatio
not openly and publicly attack other leadwould
—
n
ployees.
lic.
national Union, of which Mrs.
a few Negroes. But the choice will be made on
The strike, involving some 62 Jennie Lee Murphy is president. ers of the civil rights movement.
the
During the program, the first workers at Universal Life, bebasis of over-all competence and capacity, and not
But that was not all. Once King was introduced, members
Mrs. Prince is supposed to reof more than 100 scheduled by gan on Friday, July 8, and endjust racial background."
wearing "black power" buttons and stationed straSNCC,
of
ceive back pay of $1,025, while
Howard in conjunction with its ed on Thursday, Sept. 8.
This is the usual flapdoodle mouthed by
througho
tegically
ut the church auditorium loudly booed Dr.
Mrs.
Monger
will get more than
Centennial observance, the Uni- Except for the times when
politicians who want to straddle the fence witen
thundero
King
during
the
us ovation paid him by an idolizing
versity
will
confer
honorary
the
the
workers
would
it comes
go back and
to paying their racial debts. It is really an
degree of Doctor of Humane forth to the union hall to vote
audience.
Accordin
g
Mrs.
to
Murphy,
a
unforgivable
Letters upon the Vice Pres i• upon certain offers which had number of the women involved
Once he began to speak, the brilliant civil rights spokesman
insult to the intelligence of the Negro people to
tell
dent.
been
made,
the
picket line was In the walkout at Universal Life was
sconstantly interrupted with raucus catcalls of "black
them that race is removed from the equation
that
in operation for the entire time Insurance company have gone power."
Howard's relationship to the that
deals with the selection of candidates for
persons were working in- to new jobs paying them much
high poliWashingt
With his customary humility, King stopped his addres
on
communi
ty will be side the Universal
tical office.
offices.
more than they received at the
the theme of Monday's exerasked if there was someone in the audience who wanted
and
In the meantime, the com- Negro-owned
They print special campaign literature aimed
establishment,
cises, according to Dr. W. Stu- pany
dispeak.
to
was
ordered
to
rehire
two
where some of the group had
rectly at the Negro voter. They make
art Nelson, vice president for persons who
special appeals
Monroe Sharp came forth.
were discharged been working for more than 39
in their speeches to Negro districts and
special
projects
at
the
Univerbefore the strike began and to years.
wards. They
He
mounted the rostrum and was given four minutes to
sity and director of the Centensay what they are going to do for
their black constitspeak,
which
he exceeded. He said he wanted to talk about
nial.
Participa
nts in the prouents if elected to office. But when it comes
black power and how to get it. He said Negroes shouldn't deal
to nomigram will include ranking Disnating a Negro candidate for a policy
trict Government officials as
with Mayor Richard J. Daley and denounced Chicago's Negro
-making position, then unconscionable politicians
well as local leaders in busialdermen.
speak loftily of
ness, education, reli gion, the
competence, capacity and IQ. Essential
Sharp lashed out at King's marches in white neighborhoods,
though they
arts, and civic and fraternal
be, these qualifications seldom are
declaring, "We'll take care of the crackers in Gage Park in
mentioned when
affairs.
white aspirants enter the race for high
our own due time."
NAT D. WILLIAMS
political stakes.
The program will emphasize
He lambasted the teachers in the school system and even
There should be no question in anyone'
s mind that
ON THE BALL
newsworthy, and worth record'• the people
the contribution of the Univerthe selection committee would
in the audience claiming they wouldn't come to the
A history-making event oc- ing for the history uooks.
make certain that a
sity to the community and the
corners of 47th st., but were willing to march in Gage Park.
Negro candidate for so high a post as
curred
Memphis
in
last
week..
means
It
communit
that
y's
race reiaticns
c o n-t r ibution to
that of lieutenWhen he was finished, the audience which never booed him
ant-governor meet fully all require
Howard during the past 100 And something of an interpre. in Memphis and this section of
ments for that
tation
of its significance ought the South have come a mighty gave him a polite round of applause. It was a remarkable disyears, Dr. Nelson said. More
office.
than 5,000 Howard graduates to be mentioned somewhere, long ways . ,all aspects of the play of restraint and decency — much more than Sharp and
The point is that those in control
of the party's
currently are living and work- just for the record. The event past being considered. It means SNCC had given to King.
destiny aren't looking for a qualified
ing in the Nation's Capitol, he was the football game played that local white boys had a
Negro to be nomiThen Dr. King returned.
between two high school teams chance to have a lot of their
nated as a candidate for lieutenant
added.
-governor.
For a moment it appeared as though he would close the
here.
.
.Douglas
s
High, tradi- attitudes changed. It means that
If the Negro wish is not satisfied
meeting then and there, still apparently shaken by the
in this respect.
Vice President Humphrey has tionally all-Negro, and Frayser Negro boys had a
rudegood treatthe Republicans may profit to an
been a resident of Washington High, traditionally all-white.
appreciable degree
inferiority complexes, tradition- ness and brutishness of his opposition.
by the defection that will result
since 1948, when he was elec- The meeting of the two Lams al in race relations virtually
Possibly angered, he reminded Sharp that it w•ls he
from the Democratic
in
and
ted to the first of three terms marked the first time in the every phase of contac
hierarchy's turning its back on a
his
organizat
ion which provided the money and nucleus which
ts beblack candidate.
U.S.
as
Senator
from
Minnehistory
of
the
MidSouth
and
tw7een the races in too many gave SNCC birth. From that moment
Mayor Lindsay's popularity in Harlem
on he became a moving
may swell the
sota. A native of Wallace, S.D., Memphis that two public school areas.
ranks of discontented Democrats
Baptist preacher and gave an oration which
he
is a graduate pharmacist high school teams, white and That football game should
to the point of asalmost equaled his
go "I have Dream" speech
suring victory to GOP candidates
who practiced in Huron, S. D., Negro, had ever engaged in an a mighty long ways
during the march on Washington.
for high office in
in cultivatThe cry for black power, he sermonized, is
the state. This is not mere
from 1933 to 1937. The Vice official scheduled football game ing mutual l'hspect for
here because of
speculation. it is a high
these
President holds the bachelor of in this area. Last time a Negro young men who
the
reluctance of white power to make necessar
possibility.
will be the
y changes is
arts degree from the Univer- and white team. . .two paro- mature citizens of
tomorrow. It our society. But he said he was neith‘r interested in white pow,
sity of Minnesota and the mas- chial schools...met and played. is noteworthy that
the game er nor black power, but human power.
ter of arts degree in political But for the public schools. . . ment for their
long - nurtured
The rafters shook.
science from Louisiana State this was something different.
expression of racial animosity.
King said he hated no man because
University.
The score of the game. . .for It bears out what a
hate is too big of a
lot of
once. . .is less important than people have long felt and ex- burden to bear. He promised to die, if necessary, to free us.
Mr. Humphrey has served on the
playing of it. The Negro pressed. . .namely, that if the He declared that brotherhood was the order of
the day.
the faculty at both Minnesota
team won the game by a score youngsters are left alone by oldIt was ludicrous, he pleaded, for
and Louisiana State. During
Negroes
believe they
to
of 18 to 0. And from the point sters they will bridge many
of could do the job alone, that they didn't need the help of their
World War II he held severof view of the players, that was the gaps now existing between white brothers
and sisters.
al positions with the federal
Beulah Baptist church in Or-, liam House, brother of the
important. But from another the races. It's good that the
Among other relatives and governme
Ne"How can one-tenth of the
ange Mound community was' bride; Charlie Jackson. Richard,
nt, including that of
population gain power unless it
point of view the score ts over- gro boys and the white boys
had is shared power? How
the setting on Saturday, Aug. Johnson and Ode C. Pleasant, close friends present were Mr. assistant regional director of shadowe
can 10 per cent of the population go it
'
d
by
other
considera
a
chance
to
learn
as
soon
as
the War Manpower Commis.
27, for the marriage of Miss Jr.
alone?" he asked. "It is absurd
•
tions.
to think about it."
they did, that a man ain't
sion. He was elected Mayor of
Roger Grace House. daughter The parents
These were much needed and
Among the considerations nothing but a man.
of the bride en- Kansas City. Mo.: Miss Valerie Minneapo
welcome words to an audilis
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert House, tertained
in
1945, and served which
guests during a lavish Randolph, Belzonia, Miss.; and in
overshadow the score is
More Negro boys need to ence which was practically one-third white.
that
post
to David C. Grant, Jr., son of reception held
until
being
elected
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thoma
s Mc
the fact that a group of ehite know this. More white boys
at the Rainbow
It was obvious that King,
to the U.S. Senate. He was elecRev. and Mrs. David Cooper , Terrace.
without overtly doing so. was
and Negro Mid-South youths need to know this. Once the welcoming into
Serving as head host- Craven. Holly Springs, Miss.
ted
to
the
Grant, Sr., of Macon, Ga.
his organization all of the
Vice Presidency in met
ess was Miss Ann Williams.
in a rugged athletic con- message gets across, there will which
disenchanted whites
The bride is currently a sen- November 1964.
had been summarily dumped
test and played the game. A be no need for demonstrations.
from SNCC.
Officiating at the ceremony Among the out-of-town guests Washington. D.C., where she is
Finally, thoroughly soaked
few years from now, such a fact riots, civil rights laws, or pny
ovith his own perspiration. King
was the pastor. Rev. W. C. were the bride's grandparents, majoring in marketing and ecoMrs. Everlina House. Chicago, nomics. During this summer
will no doubt not be considered other pressures to make people looked out over his sea of faces and
Holmes.
shouted that he was not
worried about Chicago for
history-making. But today it's respect one another.
Given in marriage by her fa- and Sidney House, Holly she served on the 1966 college
"mine eyes have seen the glory."
Springs,
It was all over.
Miss.; Mrs. Lillian R board in an annual program
ther, the bride wore a gown of
white peau de sole and Belgian King, Holly Springs. Miss.; sponsored by the Hecht comLiberty Baptist church was
rocked to its foundation with
lace. The bodice was designed Miss Annie House, Mattoon, Ill.; pany of Washington for college
the exhuberance of King's
standing ovation.
with long sleeves and rounded Thomas King, Chicago; Mr. students.
Sharp was dead.
neckline trimmed with pearls. and Mrs. Leslie King, Holly
Mrs. Grant is also a part-time
King not only killed him,
Springs, Miss.; Mr. and Mrs. clerieal worker on the staff
but preached his funeral
of Plans for their
The double shoulder - length
and
buried
him. too.
fall projects
William House, Kansas City, Congressman George W. Gilveil of illusion was cane* with
were
It
discussed
when
was
members
mercy
Mo.;
Rev.
the
and
Met. David der. She is a member of Alpha
killing at its glorious
a Turkish crown of pearls and
best.
It was the most precise
C. Grant, parents of the groom, jor in zoology. He plans to ea- of the Klondyke Civic club held
and exacting case of
sequins.
a
meeting
on
August
31
at
the
euthanasia
Macon, Ga.
that
any
University Business club.
of us had ever
Miss Lydia Campbell was that
witnessed.
borne of Mr. and Mrs. James
Miss
Cells
Grant
N
e
w
Mr. Grant is a graduate of Moton of 930 Speed street.
maid of honor. Bridesmaids I
were Misses Brenda Dicks, De- York, and Mr;. Adrian Ed- Howard university with a metroit, and Faye Weaver, and monds, Chicago, sisters of the ter the .US. Air Force and will Committee chairmen are to
groom; the Rev. and Mrs. Dan- enroll in the Air Force Officers' make reports during a meeting
Mrs. 06e C. Pleasant, Jr.
iel T. Grant. Mr. and Mrs. Training School. He is a mem- to be held on Wednesday night,
Kip Lenoir of St. Louis, Mo., Goodman. and Miss Danette
ber o ElLappa Alpha Psi frater- Sept. 14, at the home of Mr.
was best man. Ushers were Vii- Grant, all of Cato, Ga.
and Mrs. Joe Morris of 933
nity.
Speed at.
Jesse James is president of
Rufus R. Jones, chairman
the club, and Mrs. Vera Moton,
of didate for the
the South Memphis School
11th District
reporter.
Night House of
for Scouting, and N.
Representatives, Hain•
J. Ford, ilton.
South District chairman,
have
recruited a crop of
And Principal George
outstanding
D.
citizens to coordinate the
Schooll Clark, A. B. Hill; Lucius RogNight project in 17 elementa
ry ers, insurance executive, Kanschools in the area on
Tuesday sas; Principal Bennie Batt s;
night, Sept. 20.
Lincoln Elementary;
William
Ratcliff, employe of InternaOthers assisting in the
planning for School Night for
tional Harvester, Norris; WilScoutliam Higgins, Sears
ing are Paul Brandon,
Mrs. Kathryn Steele Scales of
employe.
district
Alma at. in Memphis was a recommissioner; Isaac Peterson, Pine Hill,
cent visitor in the home of forOrganization
and
Extension Also
mer Memphians Mr and Mrs.
chairman, and Wendell Fant, teacher,B. W. Sims. Capelville
Prospect; James Tipvice chairman of the
L. V. Harris, now living at 1412
School ton, postal worker, Rivervie
w;
South ave. in Sacramento, Cal,
Night project,
Charles
Coordinating the program in Stafford;Walker, postal worker,
Accompanying Mrs scales
Morris Gray, insur,
RIOTS NO ANSWER — Dr. Martin Lather King, Jr..
the schools are: Elias
is
Carter, anee executiv e, Lakeview
were her son and daughter-inpostal employs, Alcy schoo
seen here speaking to overflow crowd at Metropolitan BapI; school; William Henry, postal
law, Mr. and Mrs. Preston
tist church on Friday night. The theme of his address was Juan Shipp, postal employe, worker,
Scales of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dunn
Avenue Elementary; school; Walker (County)
-"America's Greatest Dilemma." He said that V "black powPrincipal Leonard, HolFrederic
k Shackelford, postal ley,
The
Scales
er"
meant anything more than the marshalling of the Nealso visited Mrs.
Weaver, and Earl Walker,
ais. mil MRS. DAVID C. GRANT
worker,
Florida;
John L. Mot.Langston Steele of Bryte, Cal.
gro's political and economic strength, be was against it.
den, Arkansas teacher and can. construction contractor, White's
Chapel school.
110) Tim Tri-State D•fender Dose Nee Tete Responsibility tor unsolicited Manuscripts
Photos. Published Every Thur•ster by the Mew Tri-State Publishies Ce. Second
Class Peastespe Paid et Mensehis„dronamessise, timilee Act of March 2, 1875.
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in Sacramento
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Miss Mose Yvonne L3rook Wed In
Brilliant Ceremony At Trinity

Robert, Jr, another Fisk student:
Mrs. Theresa Shannon,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Thompson, aunt and uncle of the bride, Miss Estelle Johnson, Miss
also from Jackson, Miss Bar- Patricia Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
bara Thompson, cousin of the Andrew Tinsley, Mervin Mc
bride; Mr and Mrs. E. G Ward Coy. William Flowers, Mrs.
Harold haw,
By ERMA LAWS
other sister of the bride: Mrs. reception at the Top Hat and cousins of the bride, Mrs. Versa Charlene Turner,
whose wife Pat was a bridesbride
the
of
aunt
great
Buckley,
Patricia Walker Shaw, Miss Tails Clubhouse at 1608 South
In a beautiful candlelit cere- Minerva Jane Johnican. Mrs. Parkway East immediately fol- from Paris, Tennessee: Mrs. maid; Miss Cheryl Davis, Miss
Lois Byrd, aunt of the bride, Robbie Tunstall, Mrs. Lorene
mony in the sanctuary of Trin- Carole Hooks Higgs and Miss lowing the church ceremony.
Charles Byrd, cousin of t h e Johnson, Rev. and Mrs. C. J.
ity CME Church, Friday, Aug. Patricia Hooks, sisters of the
Reed, Mrs. J. C. Bowman with
19, at 6 p.m., lovely Miss groom.
The bride's mother was beau- bride.
her Howard coed daughter SalMose Yvonne Brooks became
tifully attired in a floor length
They wore floor length pink
Relatives of the groom were lye June, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley,
peau de sole gown adorned
the bride of Robert Brit ton
and Mrs. Charles A. Hooks, Mrs. Aline Lowe, Mrs. Howard
Mr.
of
dres--ss
chifsunshine
yellow
Hooks III. Judge • Reverend
with an orchid corstage. The
Beverly Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. L. LasBenjamin Lawson Hooks, uncle , fon. Their accordion pleate groom's grandmother, Mrs. Ro- 1 Dalton Hooks, Miss
Hooks.
dresses
had
scoop
necklines
and!
siter, Miss Erma Laws and
to
bert B. Hooks, Sr., was elegant
of the groom, read the vows
short puff sleeves with tiny vel- In aqua.
little Judy Burford and Debbie
the young couple. Rev. Hooks
father
Jr.,
Hooks,
B.
Robert
vet ribbons accenting the
Evans who were tickled pink at
Middle
Baptist
of
pastor
the
grandfather
is
of the bride and his
sleeves and repeated at the emtheir aunt Jane Johnican
seeing
the
Introducing
guests
the
to
Church
Robert B. Hooks, Sr., were
pire waist.
in the wedding; Mr. and Mrs.
receiving fine was Miss Harry
and
Judge
with
chatting
seen
of
daughter
the
The bride is
Samuel Peace with their MemTheir small yellow hats had 1 Mae Simons, who was charming Mrs. Ben L. Hooks.
Rev. and Mrs. Phillip E. Brooks
phis State coed daughter ShirIn a blue floor length gown of
French
carried!
they
and
veils
of 384 Edith. The groom is the
Major George Robinson,
chiffon.
ley,
admirseen
guests
Still other
bouquets of sunshine yellow and
son of Robert B. Hooks, Jr., of
the many beautiful gifts Miss Ptosha Ward and Mr. and
ing
coral
deep
carnations.
Memphis and Mrs. E st ell e
Others assisting at the recepcuteTh
little flower girl was tion
which included a gift from Gov- Mrs. Evans Bradshaw.
Shambley of Chicago.
were Mrs. Marguerite Cos,
ernor Frank G. Clement in
Letitia Glenn, whose dress was who
Commenting about the family
directed the wedding. RegA prelude of nuptial melodies an exact duplicate of the attenwhose campaign the groom
was rendered by James S. Byas dants in coral chiffon. She car- istering the guests were Mrs. worked this summer were Dr. wedding and extending congraton the violin accompanied by ried a garden basket of yellow June L,atting and Miss Roberta B. T. Hodges, Cleveland Cos, ulations to Rev. Brooks who had
Dr. A. F. Saville at the piano. summer flowers. She is the Ratcliffe, both pretty in yellow Atty. TruvWus Hall, Mr. and just given his late daughter in
Wedding music was continued daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- which was worn by all of the Mrs. A. J. Hammond, Mr. and marriage were Miss Foster J.
Ill,
hostesses.
with Omar Robinson. head of ford Glenn.
Mrs. Charles Hess, Mrs. Susie Graham, Miss Gayella H
PatriMiss
Hill,
Patricia
Miss
the music department at DougDaryl Gilder was the little! Serving at the punch bowl Hightower, Mrs. Minerve Han- cia Bon. Miss Sandra Taylor,
lass High School at the organ.
ring bearer and wore formal' were Mrs Janet Henson and cock, Mrs. Lemuel Osborn. Mrs. Miss Elise Owens, Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie Jenkins vocalist, sang evening attire as did
Mrs. Catherine
the Mrs. Ernestine Cunningham, Donnie Kelley,
"Because". "Oh, Promise Me"
Mrs. Willie, W. Truitt, Mrs. Aline McGuire
and
Mr.
Mays,
of
sisters
bride.
the
sorority
groomsmen. He is the son of
and "The Lord's Prayer."
Ward, Mrs. Mrs. Elizabeth McFadgon, Mrs.
011ie
Mrs.
Ware,
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Gilder. Also assistig as hostesses were
Sarah Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
The altar of the modernistic
Martin Suggs was best man. Misses Bessie a n d Mildred Eliza Mims, Mrs. Cora Lee,
Robinson, Mrs. Isaac
church was beautiful in rosy Ushers were Fredric Brooks, Hooks, aunts of the groom, Miss Miss Yvonne Robinson, pretty Halloe
Mrs. Hattie House,
Whitaker,
sister
her
with
coed
and
roses
white carnations,
brother of the bride. and Mi- Sallye Coe, Mrs. Fredicka 'Hod- Spelman
Luther, Miss MarCarol
Miss
greenery. In the center stood a chael Hooks, cousin of the ges, Miss Eurline Couch and Mrs. Melvin Malunda, who was
Mrs. Lee King.
Tunstall,
garet
white wrought iron arch inter- groom. 'Groomsmen were Jo-. Mrs. Lavonia Deberry.
stunning in pink and another
Lit Coe, Mr. and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
twined with greenery. Seventy- seph Brooks, Phillip E. Brooks.
sister, Miss Juanita Robinson,
The bride's table was covered Mrs. Minnie Arnold, Cecil Lin- Mrs. Otto Lashley. Harold Dratwo candles glowed in candela- Jr., brothers of the bride and
per, Mr. and Mrs. George
bras flanked by baskets of the latter from New York; with a satin table cloth overlaid coln and Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford
Brack,
layers
with
multiple
of
cloth
a
mums and greenery. The bridal Frederick Hooks. and Ronald
M. Sudds.
Lillian Jones, Mrs.
Mrs.
Glenn,
aisle was lighted with candles Hooks, brothers of the groom of tulle and miniature wedding
Sadie Guy, Mrs, Claudia Fosbeautiful
the
about
Talking
bridal
with
interspersed
bells
coral
and
yellow
with
adorned
and the groom's brother-in-law,
daughgreenery. The five tiered wed- wedding and the outstanding ter, and her Siena coed
bows.
Otis Higgs.
Mrs. Cafand
Mr.
Alteena,
ter
were
Jenkins
Bennie
of
voice
The couple knelt on a white
The bride is an honor gradu- ding cake centered the lovely
Gilliam, Mrs. Jewel Hulbert,
iron wrought Prie Dieu to re- ate from Booker T. Washington table topped with a minature Mrs. Emogene Wilson with her Somerville, Miss Louise Banks,
Mrs.
Robinson,
Rosa
Miss
aunt,
and
bride
groom standing under
peat their vows in the candlelit High School, received her A.B.
Mary D. King, Mrs. Lonnie Mrs. Erma Turner Jones.
double ring ceremony.
degree from Fisk University an arch with wedding bells
with her Fisk coed
Briscoe
overhead.
Rev. Phillip E. Brooks, Sr., which is a traditional school of
gave his daughter in marriage. her family. An honor graduate Pictures were made by Char- daughter Dianna, Mrs. Mary
yellow. Atty. J. 0.
She was beautiful in an original in her major field, modern for- lie Hooks, uncle of the groom. Monroe, in
Mr. and Mrs.
Jr.,
Patterson,
gown of candlelight peau de eign languages, she received
Among the fashionable attired Grady Irving, Mrs. Magnolia
soie and Alencon lace.
her master's degree in foreign guests seen at the gay reception Collins and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
The high rise bodice of lace languages from Columbia Uni- were Mrs. Addle Brooks. grandSanders.
had a scoop neckline with scal- versity in New York City. She mother of the bride; Mr. and
lops of lace and the sleeves has done further graduate study Mrs. John L. Davis, Mr. and
Enjoying the piano music of
were elbow length. The con- at the University of Colorado, Mrs. Odell Boyd, aunts a n d Omar Robinson were Elder and
trolled skirt of peau de soie is an instructor of French and uncles of the bride: and Ernest Mrs. Elgin Little, II, Miss Rafeatured a watteau train ac- Spanish at Douglass High Odell Boyd, a cousin of the melle Eddins, Mr. and Mrs
cented with panels of Alencon School, and is the immediate bride all from Jackson, Tenn- Robert Ratcliffe and their son
lace. The train was fan shaped past president of Delta Sigma
and chapel length. She carried Theta Sorority.
a white orchid attached to a
The groom, whose family is
white bible enclosed in a white well known as pioneers in the
lace jacket. ,The bride's only photography business, is a gradjewelry was a diamond pen- uate of Booker T. Washington
dant. q cdft from the groom. High School and received his
The bride's veil was of mis- A.B. degree from Tennessee A
ty French illusion cascading and I State university. He also
from a cabbage leaf rose oi attended Howard University of
candlelight peau de soie. It was Law. A former NDCC Captain
triple tiered and waist length. at Manassas High School, he is
When legal problems arise, you can't afford
Mrs. Charlotte Brooks Phil- currently teaching business law
lips served her sister as matron at Hamilton High Schoo.
to be without a lawyer.
of honor. Other attendants were
Rev. and Mrs. Brooks feted
Mrs. Phyllis Brooks Kelley, an- the young couple with a brilliant
essee.

MR. and MRS. ROBERT HOOKS

111 MIOZ.

DO YOU NEED
A LAWYER?

Gin &Tonic?

The Lawyer Referral Service, a public service sponsored by the Memphis (cc Shelby County
Bar Association will introduce you to a lawyer
if you don't know one.
hour consultation will
His fee for first
be $5.00. Charges for further service on your
problem will be suWeet to your agreement with
him.
Call 527-4682 for information.

WOOLWORTH'S
Make it perfect.

WIN:
$1000 IN CASH!
IT'S EASY!
IT'S FUN!..IT'S FREE!..
FREE copy of the new AWARDS & PRIZES
. •gameSimplycard pickat yourup your
A&P store. Pictured on your game card are 43
A&P products. With every A&P visit you receive 1 free concealed
set of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES game slips. Cut off the edges of each
strip to reveal the pictures of 2 A&P Brand Products. locate these
products on your game card and you're on your way
becoming an AWARDS & PRIZES game winner.
to
INONSANIS SF
you fill a straight line of 7 products horiWhen
ME LIP
zontally, vertically or diagonally on your game card
PlIONCT Plat
you win a cash prize up to $1000.00.
IN AIIITION
Take your winning slips to MP. After they hays
verified, you will receive your prize from the
been
711 CASII PRINS!
manager. It's as simple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS A FREE BLOCK TO
hELP YOU WIN.

ALL NEW 2ND SERIES
NEW RED GAME CARDS
NEW RED GAME SLIPS
Si ash and frear cotton!

PRINT 110r SUITS
Season - spanning prints!
Classic :3 button jacket,

elasticized sheath skirt.
Navy, black, wine,-green.
'brown.8to 15,14/
2to 22'4.
1

Seagram's Extra Dry the perfect martini gin
FROM AllEIFICAll 01111.,
3RAIIAM RIIITILIERS COMPANY, N.Y.C. 90 PROOF. DISTillIO DRY GIN

99

YOUR mONTY3 WORTH MOM AT

WOOLWORTH'S

THE EXCITING SHOPPING GAME THAT
GIVES YOU 2 GAME SLIPS AT A TIME
NOT JUST 1 - TO HELP YOU WIN
MORE PRIZES FASTER....

NO PURCHASE
REQUIRED
TO PLAY
I SET OP 2 PRIZE SLIPS
P11 STORI VISIT
TO BACH ADULT

PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES AT THESE MEMPHIS A&P FOOD STORES
4780 SUMMER AVE.
•4770 POPLAR AVE.
•423 No. CLEVELAND AVE.
•2829 LAMAR AVE.

•2473 POPLAR AVE.
•3463 SUMMER AVE.
•3561 PARK AVE.
•2130 FRAYSER BLVD,

Society
Merry
- Round
By

erma lee laws

Vanessa Porter is at the helm
as president and Phyllis Cleaves, is vice president. They meet
once a week at the apartment
of their sponsor Mrs. Margaret
Valiant, 973 B. LeMoyne Drive.
Other members are Jacqueline and Windi Cleaves, Paula
Sims, Joyce and Patricia Smith,

Izzy is a former Memphian Indiana U., then came here to from Baltimore visiting her
glance and the singing of the
Meadow,
Girl Scout song. We thought it and was a member of the Sem- visit her parents, now to Wil- mother, Mrs. W. B.
in law.
brother
and
sister
San
her
to
going
before
mington
per
Fideles
compliment
Bridge
Club
and
her
a
and
real sweet
the
and
Hayes
Tom
and
Helen
embark
she'll
where
to the staff of the TSD that friends were most gracious to Francisco
and
each meeting is highlighted by her and took and immediate lik- for Yokahoma, Japan to join other Hayeses, Frances
the reading of a news story ing to her friend, Irma. Shower- her husband, Phillip for a two Taylor.
ing them with gifts which ran or three year stint in govern• En route here she stopped off
from the Tri-State Defender.
in Nashville where she visited
We wish these young misses the gamut from perfumes to bed ment services.
niece and nephew Tommy
her
San
in
her
join
will
Corrine
linens
Cashes,
were
the
in
Harry
success
Sponsor
their
and
and Herbert Harrison.
Kaye
Gretta
off.
her
their activities and to borrow the John Outlaws, the E. L. Francisco to see
a phrase of Dr. Hollis F. Price, Ha wkinses, Annie and Oscar; and Phillip were married June Tommy a June graduate of Fisk
"may your tribe increase." We Simpson, Callie Stevens, Willie' a year ago in a brillant wed- began teaching this fall and
have need for many more T. Jones, Thelma Brown, Sadie . ding at Mississippi Boulevard Herb is a dental student at
Meharry.,
worthwhile groups of young ci- McCoy, Alma Booth, Harriett Christian Church.
Davis, Bennie Williams, Louise! Andrew and Pearl Perry were Euralia and Charles Fletcher
tizens.
Visitors: Sallie and Caffrey Ward, Dora Todd, and Addie D. here vsiting his mother, Mrs. down in Hernando have as their
Rena Perry and his sister, Ka- guests her sister and brotherBartholomew's sister-in-law, Isa- Jones,
Thomas on Smith. Making in-law, Mae and Dr. William
thryn
Sunenplaned
Sadler
Bartholomew
h
e
Gretta
and
bella
daughter, Diane, who's a sen- day eveang for Wilmington, the trek from Los Angeles with Hutchinson from Mt. Vernon,
ior at Lane college, were here Delaware, to visit her in-laws, their parents were their cute New York.
visiting them from Denver, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Sadler aft- little girls, Angela and Andrea. And visiting Almazine Davis
Colorado. Also visiting the Bar- er visiting her parents, Corrine Andrew is remembered as an and her brother John have been
tholomews at their South Park- and Isaac Whitaker on South excellent printer and is still' their relatives from Chicago,
way residence w a s St. Louis Parkway. Greta has been a busy in the business on the W e s t, their aunt, Mrs. Isabel Holt, and
their cousins, Tina Van Ford
schoolmarm, Mrs. Irma Leath- young lady this summer. She Coast.
and ers.
earned her master's degree at Thelma Outten was here also and Betty Vance.

Pamala and Sylvia Rodgers,
Cynthia, Irish and Marilyn Ruterford, all who lived on LeMoyne Drive.
They arrange and conduct
their own meetings which are
opened with the Lord's Prayer,
followed by the Pledge of Alle-

Women's Styles
Go Masculine

"0 Lord, thou givest us tend due to her illness.
everything at the price of an
Guests and members enjoyed
effort." Leonardo Da Vinci. the hors d'oeuvres before the
Labor Day came and has gone main fare which was served,
and brought with it its annual buffet and which won high!
Memphians picnic which w a s praises for Ezelle who preparloads of fun with many family ed it all by herself and truly'
groups and friends gathering for it was deilcious. The full course I Opposites attract;and so it is toward the slim, sleek
a relaxful and fun-filled day at meal with two meats, was top- in fashion. Daytime wear shows figure skimming.
Simpson's Farm. We heard far ped off with a scrumptious the strong influence of "his
Colors are a bountiful bevy of
and near that this was the best strawberry dessert, made o n e styling. Night-time goes utterly barnyard and vineyard tones.
ever given by the cogenial group forget all about those diet ideas. soft, sweet and feminine.
Be glad you're a woman —
of men.
. PATS vying for and winning
More and more, women are you've got so much to look forMemphians playing the ever: the parfumes were Euralia and
dutiful hosts to the gregarious, Hazel. Guests acquiring the en- quietly taking over men's fash- ward to for Fall.
bunch of friends attired in way- tieing fragances were Martha ions. The swing to man-tailored,
functional styling has run the
out play clothes were H. L. Flowers and Dorothy Evans,
Jackson, president: Dr. E. Guesting also were Ruby Gad- gamut. Hair styles, cosmetics,
Frank White and his social corn- ison. Frannie Johnson, Cora lingerie, shoes have all sucFitzgerald, Smith. Maridell Reed whose cumbed to the masculine touch.
mittee, William
John Arnold, Ural Adams and beautiful shoes were a conver- IF' YOU doubt it, look at the
Floyd Newman.
sation piece, Lillian Massey, wide acceptance of pants suits,
Other Memphians 'mingling Hazel Hale and Euralia's sister, and we're not knockirtg them.
with the guests were John Willie Mae Hutchinson, from They're seen everywhere —
Davis, Taylor Ward, George Isa- Mt. Vernon, New York.
shopping — museum visiting —
bel, Howard Sims, Bill WeathBettie Jean Powell issued the casual patio hours — PTA meeters, Tom Hayes. Charlie Tarp- call to the Las Mujeres Bridge ings — gardening — motoring
Felt bats made their autumn
e y. Hannibal Parks. Charles Club and they came flocking to and all other leisure or other- bow in July. They join an illusFletcher. Claiborne Davis, Os- her Springdale home dressed in wise activities in the busy life trious group of accessory
idea
car Smith, Samuel Johnson, the latest in casual togs.
of a city or suburban woman. makers ... and felt has its very
Richard Butler, John Outlaw.. Garnering prizes at the first
Patterns ... primarily diver-'prominent place in the autumn
George Stevens, Joseph Wilker- bridge fest of the season were
checks and plaids dom- sun.
sified
j
E,
L.
HawHobson.
Louis
son,
Betty Washington, Frankie Greinate
in simple and sturdy Three main interests in todays
kins. J. D. Brown, Sherman gory, and Eva Kate Chambers
Robinson. Jerry Johnson a n d whose secret pal gifted her. All fabrics. Surfaces superbly com- showing are TOKAY ... a deep
plum shade which bids fare to
Clarence Pope.
three femmes took pretty jewel- bine smooth and texture in
be the hottest reorder color of
clever constraint.
The undergraduate members ry home.
the autumn felt palate.
Guest prize winners were Ara In direct contrast to the allof Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
The shades high on the list
joined with Alpha brothers and Toles, winning a pearl necklace round daytime designs are the
are Turquish Blue — a vibrant
tossed a swinging back to and Carrie Grey has a make-up flowing
flattering all-female aquamarine . . . and Cognac ...
school bash at the Sheraton-Pea- mirror. Margaret Thompson clothes for at-home entertaining,
body. We can't think of a better served as bridge consultant and a night on the town, dinner in a rich luggage shade . .. if we
could change the color name to
way to begin a new school year received a lipstick caddy from a plush restaurant.
Aqua-Viet — we'd have the
and obviously this was t h e the hostess.
drinking man's diet in felt! Wide
thought of Claudia Walton, who. It seems to have been a night
THE FACT that the two exis president of the AKAs, the, for giving. Lirlee Jones, receiv-i tremes exist is a feasible fash- brims 7 whether they claim
Alpha's prexy, James Russell,: ed a present for her little Mark ion fantasy. explains Jeanne, their origin to James Bond and
Bertha Puryear, Raymond Jack-' Dewayne from Frankie Gre- Essig of Majestic. for clothes his Under Cover girls ... or
trace their popularity way black
son, Archie Turner. Sonja Tay- gory.
must have a realistic approach
Jo r. Jessie Young, Beverly! Other members boning up on appreciative of the many facets to Greta Garbo and the elegant
. this is their
Greene, Helen Sails. Bethel Har-! their bridge were Mae Francis of an American woman's life look she created
ris, Billy Speight, Malvin Tug- Martin, Emma Jean Turner, ... with strong overtones of biggest selling season in some
Lillie Rayner and. Florine Scul- youth. Yes, we're youth con- twenty years. And as a sharp
gle.
contrat to those who want to
lock.
Visiting AKAs were Dianna
scious and why not?
look mysterious and lovely .
returnhadn't
Walton
Janice
Briscoe, Pamela Baker a n d
Why not feel younger, hap- there is the VISOR BRIM ...
Barbara Bowles. Alphas from ed from her vacation in Floriit's attached to every size and
out-of-town college campuses' da and missed the first session. pier, lovelier in clothes we can
were Melvin Williams. Henry' The newely established Boys live in. be comfortable in, be shape of felt hats ... and somePetty. Cecil Brown Albert Car-' Club of America on Walker well dressed in. Short skirts are times it is made of kid-or
someter, Harold Ford, William Flem-1 Avenue in the old home of St. still the word of the day but vinyl-or velveteen .
ming and Robert Davidson, Jr Augustine Catholic Church leave the shocking snort to the times it is sculpted of the same
Guests partaking of the deli- could well have been the inspi- ‘ery young. Fashion flexibility fine felt which makes the hat
caciess were Debra Greene, Bar- ration of sveeral LeMonye Gar- is in evidence with the sugges- picture a bright one . .. but the
bara Hence, John Arnold III, dens girls aged eight to twelve tion that length be determined Visor — whether it is of Jackie
Coogan dimensions or more like
Barbara Tabor, Carolyn Adams, who have organized themselves by individual taste.
an arched eyebrow — it's very
Yvonne and Laurone Mitchell, under the banner, The Good
. Silhouettes are fluid, inclined in the mood.
Ronald Hooks, Charles Jack- Sam a ritans
son, Roland Beasley, Charles
Monger and Carmella Guy.
Modeane Thompson. who has
an affinity for that which is
different and just loves to concoct all those foreign and wayout dishes for her family and
friends, really proved herself a
fabulous chef Saturday night.
She had told Harry her mate,
and her friend Velma Lois Jones
that she was going to give a
Joint party for them since their:
birthdays are but a few days
apart but the honorees seem to
have forgotten the date and she
she just left the food in the
freezer until they became aware
of the date. As you might have
guessed, they didn't remember
until the day of the party, however this didn't disturb Modeane, she's a Cool one. you!
know, and really worked out
in the kitchen turning out her!
Many New Styles & Fashions To Choose From
black beans with rice. shishke-1
bob on skewers, tossed salad,i
•SUITS — From Calvert, 2 Button Continental or .3 Button
barbecue a n d other'fabulous.
C
florid
gourmet dishes.
•
SLACKS — By Esquire, Mark Craig, Sansabelt and Jarmo?
Harry was the genial host ati
the bar to Vivian Brown, Kath-I
•TIES — By Deville and Mr. Guy
ery "Kay" Jones. Velma Lois'.
cousin who is a professional
•SHIRTS — That express Quality & Neatness Imre
model from Chicago and a very ,
McGregor
pretty one we must say, Robert !
and Barbara Porter. Zernia and
Jake Peacock with their cousin
Ramelle Briscoe who is visiting
them from Los Angeles, Ernest
Owens and Lawrence Mason.
Wallace E. Johnson., of Wallace F. Johnson, Inc.. is chairman of the committee sponsorP..nce 'Gabe , K•eby
ing the Billy Graham film, "The
•SHOES — By Freeman, Stacy Adams
Restless One" and invited his
and Hush Puppies
committee members to breakfast Thursday morning at the
• All WEATHER Coots — Ideal be
Rivermont.
Jee I,,,.,, and T
Football Games from McGregor
Previewing the film and enjoying the breakfast were Rev.
•SWEATERS — Many Styles & Colors from Brentwood, Special
H. L. Starks, Harold Whalum,
Rev. R. H. Reed, Rev. W T.
Designer
Grafton, Milton Thomas. Eu•
SPORT
COATS — Tailored To Your Taste
gene Collins, Mrs. Maxine Draper, Mrs. Nancy Givands, Mrs.
Hollis F. Price. Miss Barbara
Neal, Rev. Charles L. Dinkins,
M r s.
Whittier Sengstacke,
Frank Lewis. Ira Spillers. Ernest Abron and Samuel Peace.
VISIT OUP BIG &
TALL MEN'S SHOP.
We heartily recommend that
Suits Superbly Styled
you see. "The Restless One."
Teo G.., The
Big
With The Clubs...The bridge
Tell Mon A Sense Of
clubs are in full swing again
Oist.nctiert. From 46
and rolling out the welcome mat
o 66 and 341 te 54T.
to the PATS at their first meetMes. Beverly Rawls
ing of the season was that vivaLeft to r.gItt, E•nitit.Colenson, L•noto Inpreni,
cious a n d charming Ezelle
Posie Ric., Beverley A. Burreve.t.
Parks Saturday evening at her
South Parkway residence.
Charge Accounts Invited
The close-knit coterie were,
smartly attired in brillant colors
and the white walls of the lovely home resplendent with
French furnishings was the prefect setting for th eglamour
gals. Euralia Fletcher is the
Sew President, and the other
Seale
St.
members are Wilhelmien Lock-.
ard, Thelma Miller, Shirley
Johnson, Hazel Lee and Ethel
Isabel who was unable to at's

Men's Fashions Pacesetters

Felt Hats
For Ladies
This Fall

1

' September 17, 1966
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Vark
;An
!...atest
1lTashicins ',21from

IIIITNE

Our Entire Force Invites You To See
The Newest Creation From California,

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities

100'''. HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
ion HUMAN
HAIR WIG

100% Human Hair
BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO

WIGS

50% OR MORE
WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR

SPECIAL
HANDMADE WID$
$5995
$125.00 Votuo

PHONE

527-3619

Our Wigs Are..,
• Adjustable — Ventilated
• Finest Workmanship

MON CLAIRE INC.
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.

FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG

OPEN DAILY
10:00 10 5:30
THURS. TH. 8:30

Announcing the Kroger - Top Value
Scholarship Winners

England, New York. Italy & Fiance

14

& SOCOVISI

Pic tured here ore the
tleee Krogc i•TO11 Value

Scholarship Award Winners receivin g their
checks from S. E. Hungerford, Vice President of
Kroger Memphis Division.
Winners are, I. to r. Joyce
Ann McIntosh, Edith Lynn
Bobo, and Scruffier
Destglas.

Awarded to deserving members
of WDIA's Teen Town Singers.
Congratulations from Kroger
and all friendly merchants who
give Top Value Stamps.
Your dollars worth more when you shop
at the stores that give Top Yalta Stamps.

•
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•

•

.•

•

••

•
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ENJOY
WEEKEND
PRICES

ALL
WEEK
LONG

WHERE?
IN WHITEHAvEN

STORE HOURS
A.N. to 9 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY
IN WHITEHAVEN

4049
HIWAY 51 SO.
SOUTH BELLEVUE

ALMOST AT
RAINES RD.
EASY QUICK PARKING

61 MUSTANG
Drawing Oct. 15th, 1951

7 P.M. In lobby of sten
Fre. Ticket Each VisitNothing to Ivy. FREE!

GRAND OPENING
Will
Announced
Later

Be

LAST TUESDAY

!LS.

"Those
CrazyThe
Tubscheck
on Wheels
The Pick-up
GrocerytheCartsCartof and
the empty
Futureit.is
atNo'GIANT."
stand
will
BreakageevenandupCuts,
Checkers
fatiguealso.almost half.
TheyMashing,
go any direction
and down.
In colors
L.,
1\1,4
:4

"GIANT"
in toSize,stop,
"GIANT"
famous ofname
in savings
onhundreds
brands.
Plenty
room
pause
end
examine
new
items.
Mary you will see for the first time.

•'94. ;
•
s

dep,,

MEAT
DEPT.Advertised FROZEN FOOD DEPT.
DELICATESSEN
PRODUCE
DEPT.
DAIRYSize,
Save
Big
on
Nationally
"Giant"
Size-"Giant"
Values.
"Giant"
Variety
so
"Giant"
in
size,."Giant"
in Variety
"GIANT"
itemeBrands
of
Meat.
Giant
selection
"Giant"
Famous
Name
variety
in
-everything
under
a
new
and
cool
40 de.
many
unusual
from
a
length
th
of
Meat
Cases
that
Brands
of
Heat-togrees
Hundreds
of
Temp.
to
Gourmet.
even
in
Preserve
Quality.
could cross a football field.
eat Items.
ARMOUR'S, SWIFT'S PREM. OR REELFOOT g MORRELL'S ALL BEEF FRANKS....12-02. 49c 7
ROSEDALE-IN SYRUP-29-0Z.
TOMATO-46-0r. Can
No 2/
1
2 2/45c
KING COTTON BACON Lb. 15c MORRELL PRIDE BACON u). 11c
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS JUICE 25c PEACH HALVES
FINE
QLIALITY-3 Lb. (or Oven.) Pkgs. Lb. 43c SWIFT'S PREM. COOKED HALVES.
.Lb. 79c
t, 14-0Z. BOTTLE
FANCY CREAM
Wh.ole 75
Lb. 45c SEMI-BONELESS HAM Lb.
'
S PIZZA CATSUP 2/25c
HAMBURGER FRESH
C GRADE A CALIF. CLINGS
MOTHER
'
S BEST MEAL s Lbs. 29c HUNT
CRACKERS-1-LB.
BOX
CUT-UP PURNELL FRYERS
Lb 33c FOR STEWS-DUMPLINGS, PORK
NO.300-15-0Z.CAN
No' 25
wht. 29c NECK BONES FEET
25ci KRISPY OR PREMIUM
PURNELL FRYERS
PL.V. 18c SACRAMENTO PEACHES 21/2
31c
'
S CHILI & BEANS
KELLY
BIG
12-0Z.
CAN
FROZEN
SWIFT'S PREMIUM DUCKLINGS •...Lb.
49c
A PURE GROUND-4-0Z CAN
KING
COTTON SLICED BOLOGNA.. Lb. 5Ic
WHIPPED-6 STICKS IN POUND
sh
Chunk
Lb. c McCormick
BLACK PEPPER 29c
Fr..b. 49cKINC COT. ROOCNA
PURNELL BREAST
BLUE BONNET OLEO
FROM ARMOUR'S--22-0Z.
GIANT REGULAR SLICED .. 2-Lb. Pig 1.35 SALAMI, PICKLE, BOLO., OLIVE, Lb-LIVER4 c BEEF-CHICKEN-TURKEY
• ALL. FLAVORS-8 LIMIT
MORTON MEAT PIES 8-0z. 150
3.0r. 4/250 CHIFFON Lk DETERGENT 37c
GIANT SLICED BACON Lb. 69c King
LUNCH MEAT 6pk
,
Cot.
-'31
.7: 29c CUSTARD-22-0Z.
ROYAL GELATIN
LARGE 98c SIZE
PORT.
....Lb.
SOUTHERN BELLE-BUTT
57c SPLIT R QUARTERED FRYERS Lb 39c
0 STRAINED VEGETABLES
c i'f MORTON
COCONUT PIES
1 9cl
1
2.0z.6/33c:LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC t. 65c
port
stb
k . 45c THREE LEGGED FRYERS Lb.
SMOKED HAMS
BABY FOODS4/
GREEN
ALL
VEGETABLE
wish Lb 10c LARGE LINK-COOK WITH EGGS
BACKS AND NECKS
STRAINED VEGETABLES-41/2-0x.
g
1 TENN. BABY LIMAS 11/44.b. 35c
Thigh-Lb.
SHORTENING 3Lbs. 87c
PURNELL LEGS
POTATOES
jULIIDLII a BABY FOODS 6/39c tr CRISCO
2_Lb.
gfin 1 CREAMERY-90 SCORE
CHUNK STYLE
BONELESS-SWIFTS PREMIUM QUAUTY45c SMOKED
ROAST . Lb.Lb.49c
1ST 3 RIBS BEEFSAUSAGE
89c 1 TENN.CRINKLE CUT so zuc
v 01. 29c
WOW
Ov. Beef Roastuo.79c iito
Beef Rib Steakib.89c0 20-0Z BAG
SUGAR CREEK BUTTER Lb. 89c;DEL MONTE TUNA
612
NAPKINS-FEM.
U.S.A.
FINEST BEEF IN THE
THE FAVORITE OF THE MID-SOUTH
i WESTPA BL.,-EYE-PEAS 39c 0 DEODORANT
TRIUMPH-2 LIMIT
fitiG
.
MODESS If-FORMS
12 29c
3149c0j' LOAF
1-Bone STEAKLb.99c KING COTTON FRANKS Lb. 51c RED
° DIAL BATH SOAP
SIZE 9-OZ.-WHITE, YELLOW, CHOC.
LEANER EVERY TIME-TENDER
U.S. GOVT. INSPECTED-CELLO
AN
i POTATOES U.S. No. 1 10 Lb. 39c
0, ARMOUR VIENNA SAUS.2/43c CAKE MIXES--J1FFY
10c
Sirloin STEAK Lb.89c SOUTHLAND FRANKS
Lb.
54c;CABANA
$1.00 SIZE
SWIFT'S PREMIUM TENDERED BEEF
KING COTTON, RUDY'S OR HONEY GOLD BAllAitclEPR GOLDEll E.b. 1 OC LUNCHEON MEAT
394SOFT SKIN LOTION
1?o •
ARMOUR TREET
MIN. STEAK Lb. 99c PORK SAUSAGE
ELL° WRAP
52c1 CALI
12-01.
RENUSIT
12c
CREAM STYLE-NO. 303 WHITE10.07. 39c
ICEBERG
PAN READY-4-Lb.(or Over)
IgsTUFf
Pkgs. Lb. 40e KING COTTON OR MORRELL'S
DEODORANT BOMB
g TENDER
7-0E. 29c PRIDE OF ILL CORN . lux 19c
HAMBURGER PATTIES .Lb. 41c SMOKED P1CNICS--Lean Lb. 41c .3r.
2nLiriT
if
68
ilIDEI
B
4TEnuEl
l
IT
Giant
C
GRAIN
Limn.
QUART BOTTLE
HOT OR MILD-WHOLE HOG
Lb 59c wiTH politk_12
FIRST CUT PORK CHOPS
/2 c I WAGNER
I RICELAND RICE 1-Lb. Box 2
'
S ORANGE DRINK 25c
Lb.IC CENTER PORK CHOPS Lb. 89c SHOWBOAT BEANS 141
4/25C SOFT WINTER WHEAT
/rotROLL
i
100-FT.
MORRELL'S PRIDE-I0 to 14 LB. Avg.
16 to 1 Lb-BEST KNOWN IN U.S.A.
RED
'
.
; il lsir ng.54.b. 49c 1 NEW JIFFY WRAP
OMEGA FLOUR Ilai'
29c
wt. 73c BUTTERBALL TURKEYS Lb- 39c I
E-Z CUT HAMS
/' HAWAIIAN PUNCH
46-0z.
29c 1
g
SAUCE-18-0Z.
BOTTLE
COFFEE
LEMON
STARLING PORK SAUSAGE..3-Lb. Roll $1.35 LARGE 19-0Z. WHITE, CHOC.,
THICK TO BAKE.THINNER TO FRY
25c
'
s-Max. House..Z: 69c P KRAFT BAR-B-QUE
Lb. 99c STARLING FRANKS
ct.57c SWANSDOWN CAKE MIXES 25c Folger
SWIFTS ALL PURPOSE
R
1 4.1.1J AMOLIVE, LIVER
5 To 7-Lb. Avg. HAVE A FAMILY FEAST
TOMATO-CALIF.-B.0z.
0 20c "D" OR "C"
CENTERL
L PICKLE,
ARMOUR LUNCH MEAT &F.Z29c LARGE frliTY HENS FteLilsi: 35c SACRAMENTO SAUCE 4/29c t BATTERIES--EVEREADY 2/25c JEWEL SHORTENING 3 Lbs. 69c
4
.

4-OZ.

4

litelesteel

GIANT COUPON

•••••••

.
11
•
••111•.
•

•111•
4

•
•
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SUGAR
Extra Fine
While Gran.
Pure Cane

•

Godchaux
Colonial

5

•
•

itib.g Ic

With coupon 4,4 $5.00 additional purcAitio, %daces, frith liod foolloo
lapires Sept. 21.1.
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and heard
antee. That isn't always the Cassius Clay bout
in the first quarter. Richmond
Rocky Marthrough
country.
kid
this
this
of
in
case
sneaked for the point to give
"And I like to travel," ! ciano," Mitrano said.
his males a 7 to 0 lead.
Mitrano admits.
"His name is Pat Stapleton"
Two fourth pe r iod short
He does make one exception
should not be confused
Richmond
and last
against Frayser in the second plunges by
BUSY GRID WEEK
to his own role. "When we can which
regular
quarterback
Layear's
for
last
country
unreeled
quarter and made it stand up',
with the slender Chicago Black
Six games were
get a bout in this
Rose ended the scoring.
16-1pora
chid.
top
a
against
or
title
a
Hawk hockey defenseman of
against
the
Rams
until
a
week as the football season ofKingsbury's deepest penetenger, a bout that would,the same name according to
point
fourth
Prep
quarter
got
underway
for
onslaught
ficially
tration was thwarted by the
strengthen our ratings, we take
League teams. The c to w ded sewed the game up for the Red Hamilton defense on the Wild- EASTON, Mass. — (UPI) — Into the ring war as an mar of crowds at boxing shows
our chances and take the bout." Mitrano.
card was highlighted by three Devils. Edison Ezelle uncorked cats' one-yard line as time ran Paul Mitrano buys cars and and is enjoying a moderate everywhere in the world ex"Anyway, this kid is 24 years
Right now, Mitrano is armed
inter-league battles with the a 47-yard scoring pass to half- out in the first half.
boxers, sells the cars, exports amount of succeys booking cept the United States. We get with Ted Whitfield, third-rank- old and had 15 pro bouts. He
white Prep League and an im- back Clarence Mabon for the CARVER CLIPS MANASAS the boxers, and imports Irish matches for his stable of punch- guarantees of about $3,500 to
ed welterweight contender in
But he
portant league clash between first six pointer early in the Carver scored early and held nightclub bouncers when his ers in arenas located every- $5,000 plus expenses no matter the latest WBA ratings, and won 14 and lost one.
was
and
pounds
260
weighed
Manassas
defending champion
final period. Harold Jordan, the off the feared Manassas offense boxer supply runs short.
where in the world except the where we fight — South Amer- former AAU light-heavyweight
a nightclub bouncas
working
and Carver.
top rusher in the game, sped to edge the Tigers to take an Mitrano, 58, the highly-suc- United States.
ica, South Africa, England, titlist Jerry Pate.
Douglass overpowered Fray- 44 yards for another score early lead in the young grid- cessful owner of two automo- "Just take a look at the state Europe.
And he's got a sort of "sleep- er.
ser 18 to 0 with a stingy de- moments later. Odell Thomas season. James Thaxton passed bile agencies, got interested in boxing is in," Mitrano lectures "And besides, you can be er" in the Irish nightclub bounc- "He had been out of boxing
fense and a strong running at- added four of the Douglass total for two-touchdowns, 37 yards to boxing in his youth when he when his touring tactics are sure of your money. Boxing er imported just a couple of for a couple of years because
weight. I told him to
tack. Hamilton survived a flur- when he booted a 25-yard field Larry Stevenson and another to won 45 of 50 fights as a fly- questioned.
promoters in other countries weeks ago and currently in of that
get rid of some of it and get
ry of clipping penalties to goal and converted after one of James Derden, to lead the Co- weight and bantamweight in "They're drawing all kinds are all certified. You have a training to shed 50 pounds.
swamp Kingsbury 20 to 0. Chris- the two touchdowns.
guarantee, you get your guar- "I went to England for the hold of me.
bras to victory. Two Cobras the late 19208.
tian Brothers converted a third Hamilton warmed up for its tallies came via the ground
0
Some 48 years a d
quarter fumble into a touch- key league tussle with Douglass route on carries by Richard pounds later, he moved back
down to edge Melrose 14 to 13 on Friday at Melrose by show- Horner and Robert Partee. WilIt was the third consecutive ing fine offensive balance in bur Trigg, the dean of league the conversion try that was lainter - league struggle held at routing Kingsbury. The Falcons signal callers, sco r ed twice ter to haund the Golden WildCrump Stadium du ri ng the were playing without their star himself and passed to Robert cats.
week. Carver, given a good ball carrier Bobby Cheslock. Davis on a 59-yard scoring play
chance to bag its first football However it's doubtful whether to personally account for all of Before Melrose could hit pay.
dirt again, Christian Brothers
title, pulled a mild surprise in the region track spring cham- the Manassas touchdowns.
had scored twice, shortly after
upending Manassas, 2 to 18 at pion could have done very much
BERTRAND RALLIES
the Melrose D on a kick-off
Melrose. Father Bertrand and to contain the fired-up Wildcats.
Benny Graham plunged from return of 75 yards, and Robert
Washington fought to a 13 to 13 Sophomore quarterback Billy
the three and Derek Wagner Uhlman's one-foot dive followBy a proclamation issued last
deadlock and Mitchell Road Richmond made his first regukicked the point to give Father ing a Melrose fumble. Ricky Thursday in his office, Mayor
whipped Lester 22 to 0 to round lar game pass a perfect strike
Bertrand an early advantage of Tate got the final Mel r ose
out the first week of action.
as he threaded the needle with 7 to 0. Charles Taylor got the touchdown by knifing over from William B. Ingram, Jr., desigHAMILTON, DOUGLASS
a 46-yard pitch to end Marvel Warriors back in the game with the
20, a s
The pre-game excitement, the pageantry of halftime,
one-foot line. CBHS gave up nated Tuesday, Sept.
SHINE
Beasley for Hamilton's f i rs t a twisting 73-yard touchdown the ball when punter Al Mul- "Scout Day" and "S c hoo 1
all the slam-barg action of the gridiron battle itself—
Douglass scored a s a f et y touchdown. The TD came early
run. Bobby Brooks followed the rooney failed to get off a fourth Night for Scouting" in public
RCA Victor brings it to you in color that's so vivid
TD with a tying placement down kick. Tate booted the schools of the city.
and lifelike you II compare it to color motion pictures.
Taylor started as a freshman point.
recognition
day
that
During
for Carver but elected to sit out
CLAW
TIGERS
LEO
last year after transferring to Mitchell Road is eager to will be given to what scouting
Washington. Anthony H a r r is show that the Tigers can hold is accomplishing in the city,
AIR CONDITIONED SHOP
sprinted in for the lead touch their own against the best and scouts will be recruited.
1745 CASTALIA
down from three yards away teams in this area as the Lester
WH 8-9262
Mayor Ingram pr e sent ed
The kick failed.
Lions will attest after the Shel- three Eagle awards for scoutMR. ALBERT COFFMAN
Bertrand bounced back as by Counian posted an easy 22 ing to three sea scouts during
Clarence Jones found the mark to 0 victory on a wet field at the ceremony.
with his passes, the score that Melrose last Saturday night. It
Among those present for the
knotted
game coming after was the second straight Mitchell
ST
Charles Bolden had pulled in a win and the second loss suffered signing of the pr o c 1 amation
40-yard reception on the Wash- by Countian posted an easy 22 were Sheriff William Morris,
328 Beale St.
ington 15 yard stripe. Boldeo chance to flex his muscles County Commissioners James
REDECORATED
hauled in a 13-yarder to give a g a ins t three more Prep Moore, Jack Ramsay and Lee
League teams as the Tigers Hyden, City Com m i ssioners
Bertrand the tie.
Opening Hours - 11:00 A.M. on 2:00 A.M. Doily
lariaiolcut
Mon. thru Sot.
ready for Douglass, Washing- Pete Sisson, Claude Armour and
I POWERS NEARLY EVEN
Urns 011.5112
Ir
EstServing Good Food & Beverages
Ed
and
in
future
Jr.,
and
Manassas
Lane,
ton
Hunter
night
After a rain-sprinkled
110.11. w.pKIrre
Sunday Evening Matinee Hour
328 Beale
was over CBHS and Melrose games. Mitchell plays Washing- lick of Southern Bell Telephone
8:00 P.M. - 12:00 P.M.
were nearly even, but the one ton Saturday night at Washing- and Telegraph company.
WITH FM -AM and FM STEREO RADIO
point margin that gave the ton.
LIVE MUSIC
•St speakers: two rival duo-cones, tour
tweeters
Brothers the victory over the Rain kept the crowd down but
YOU HAVE VISITED THE REST
•:1-watt peak power Solid State stereo
Golden Wildcats was all that those who braved the inclement
NOW VISIT THE BEST
•Nordic-styled consolette on casters
amplifier
was necessary to prevent the weather were treated to an
•Glare-proof rectangular RCA HI-LITE Tub• $
Under Complete New Management
•'-tudiomaticl-speedchanger Feather
stylus
diamond
Tone
Arm,
non
•New Vista Mark III 24,000.vrittchassi5
Negro Prep elevens f r o in early explosion as Tommy Kiltreble,
compensated
loudbass,
Separate
•
M.D. BROWN & CLAUDE STRONG, Props.
•Dependable RCA Solid Copper circuits
BUDGET PLAN
sweeping three inter-league con- lebrew bolted off tackle for 45
ness and stereo balance controls
VHF and ultra.
.
•Super-powerful New Vista
AVAI I.A5 LE
•Tape recorder input/output jack
tests with the predominantly yards the first time Mitchell
sensitive Solid State UHF tuners
white league. Both teams are had the ball to put the Tigers
(3)THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS
THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS
, consistently strong in their cir- on the scoreboard. Michael Jencuits. Breaks played a big part nings kicked the first of two
1111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 1111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
in the scoring as Melrose broke conversions. In the second quar•
the ice after a CBHS punt was ter Mitchell scored after a fumTwo Memphians, both gradu
put in play by Melrose at the ble recovery when Joe Pointer
ates
of Geeter High school, are
from
the
five.
Halfplowed
over
Brothers' 45. Terry Harris passon
duty with the U.S. Corn.
now
ed moments later 13-yards to back Joe Gunn rounded out the
Asia.
end Terry A ddis on for the first half scoring with a three bat air forces in Southeast
blast
over
guard.
Lester
yard
touchdown. Bryce Tate failed on
They are Staff Sergeant
regrouped in the second half James H. Becton, son of Mrs..
and held the Tigers to. a safety Annie W. Becton of 688 Marble
when Carl Hayslett was downed st., and Airman Second Class
in his own end zone.
Freddie L. Shepherd, son of
KEY BATTLES THIS WEEK Mrs. Abel Shepherd of 1643
Solve your Problems'
with RCA kr"....
In addition to the important Fields rd.
With a Small, Low Cost
copper
solid
FERNDAtt
Hamilton-Douglass clash CarCG 223
(ovorell shos3
circuits
to
a
ver
has
another
acid
test
to
assigned
is
Sgt.
Becton
Al2 .4.1,.*wt..
Real Estate Leas
pass when they take on Melrose forward combat base in Vietwhich
will be trying to rebound nam as a communications wirThe NOOKETri
SI Flat Monthly Paymetts
Sane* .1-054
after last week's loss to CBHS. ing supervisor, while Airman
(..roll Meg.)
125.1..pictuf•
APeree.
A victory over the Goloen Shepherd is an aircraft me21" Aiwifect TV
Cask Y.
Wildcats will make Carver the chanic. Airman Shepherd is a
Paymeete
Gat-.
odds-on favorite for the title. former student of Owen college.
The game could shape up as a
$ $00.00.
$ 12.40
11,000.00
4 23.70
passing duel with Terry Harris Sgt. Becton's wife is the for$1,500.00
.5 34.50
doing the throwing for Melrose. mer Miss Mattie H olm e S.
5 4S.50
$2,000.00 ...
and James Thaxton handling daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Frank Holmes of 2151 Malone
$ 56 20
$2,500.00
the passing for Carver.
EAST
rd.
$110.52
55,000.00
William Evans and R ick y
3431 Summer
Tate are two fine runners but
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
le Wise' Choose
losses in the offensive forward
Between National and Summer
wall will slow down a bit the
Phone 324-4406
Melrose running game.

Manager Claims Boxing's
More Profitable Abroad

. ori
Sports Honz

'Scout Day' Is

MORE FUN
IN COLOR ON
RCAVICTOR
ERN

Proclaimed By
Mayor Ingram

BARBER WANTED PLENTY OF WORK

1111EXESTEM FEATURES

fif.3511-7T

07

at a Low Low Price

THE BWE STALLION LOUNGE

RCA VICTOR Solid State Stereo

Geeter Grads

NEW from RCA VICTOR

259

With Air Force
In Vietnam

e

Unwind

RCA VICTOR
seleeigi*

‘• NEED MONEY?

RCAVICTOR

No Money Down! No Payment

Jan.'6

All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

State Savings Bank

then reward yourself
with America's most
popular whiskey.
Seagram's 7Crown—
The Sure One.

SEAVahl DISTILLUISCOMPAPY.NEw vet CITY,15LEISEDWHIMEt • 06 PROOF • 65% MAIM NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6.0837
ANY TIME 24 IRS. A BAT
4 It Bettor ts
Borrow At alint
o

CAN YOU USE

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONVENIENT
I OC A TIONS
•or C S (WI

WHITEHAVEN
4255 Hwy. 51 So.

Phone 396-0995
FRAYSER

Serving Memphis for over 20 YearsSince 1945

.11 FRIHOINTi AL
V IC I

3118 Thomas Hwy. SI

L E. GATLIN. .R. G. KINKLE
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Bertrand (W).
Carver (144)•
Father
vs.
vs
(C).
9-Marvercsas
Washington
Frayser
Sept. -Douglass vs. Carve,
vs.
B.
Sept. Sle..Muriossas
Brothers(C).
Kingsbury (C).
Sept.
Christian
Hamilton 9.1).
Hamilton vs
-Melrose vs. Carver (141• Douglass vs.
2130
(C).
Sept. 10 -Melrose VS•Mitchell (W).
Catholic (C, vs Messicic Bertrand(0,,
Sept. 1 5 -Lester vs.
Carver
Father
vs.
Bertrand
Sept. 16
Melrose (M). Hamilton vs.
other
Sept. 18-P
22.-Dougloss vs•
Washington (W).
Hamilton (V41.
Sept.
Carver vs. Carver (V4).
-Lester Y. Bertrand (14).
(W).
(M).
Sept. 23 -Lester vs.
Washington Vac. Hamilton
Melrose
vs.
Washington vs. Carver (W).
Sept. 29
30-MonassosDouglass
(M).
Bertrand vs.
Washington 010Sept. -Lester vs.
Douglas (M).
FotIter
vs.
Oct. 7 3-Manossos vs.
(W.
Melrose
Howard (M).
Melrose
Bertrand ltiAl•
Cltattanooga
Oct. 1 -Lester vs.
vs. Carver (Wl- Bertrand (M).
Hamilton (H).
Douglass
vs.
father
Melrose vs.
Oct. 14 -Manassas vs.
Carver VII). Douglass
Melrose vs.
Oct. 20
Washington (W).
21-1...ester vs.. Nomilton (M).
).
vs.
Washington f°Aloes
Oct.
-Lester vs.
Stadium
Oct. 27
28-manassas vs.Lester (M). rt.
Church or
Washingtoe
(Miss.) B (M).
Oct. 3-Monassas vs.
ComPany Your
111.-Dettotes
P.m.).
Clorlcsville.
7:30
Cola
Louis
(C,
Stadium;
Nov•
St.
Pepsi
BYrneMelrose
Carver ot
vs. Eastvos. Bishop
Thomns St. cite
5-NomiltonBertrand
-denotes
1500
IA
Nov.
at
13-F otherC.rusep Stadium;
Write Snme
Hog.-Denotes
-525-0785 or
C.
Purdy
Weekly
Coll 3oe
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Club
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H u m boltd News
GILLESPIE KINDERGARTEN
The spirit of togetherness is
quite apparent down at Gillespie Kindergarten as little ones
from ages two to six assemble
for play and training under the
leadership of Miss Elizabeth
Mathis, whose apparent love for
and patience with children is
rewarded as she holds their love
and attention as they go about
a day's work.

Nursing School Grads
• •
T°ming
Air Force

The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club met recently in the home
of the Vanceq on 12th avenue
with Mesdames Tuggle and
Vance co-hostesses
Following a brief devotion led
While the popular concept of on the job in civilian life.
by devotion chairman Mrs. Lou- the armed forces always includ- Off-duty, most milita-y nurses
ise Cooper, the reports of the eludes marching men, drill, and
elect to wear civilian clothes
committees were heard.
regimentation, one important
A special treat on how to dry category of personnel perform rather than their officer's uniflowers was brought by the their military function in exact- form. They are the least
chairman of that committee, ly the same manner as their regimented of all military perMrs. Alberta Jamison, who dis- civilian counterparts.
sonnel.
Another reward comes our
played printed sheets of the
Traditionally,register- These are some of the reasons
way as girls registered in a
subject. At the next meeting she ed nurses in the armed forces that more and more nursing
special "child care" class under is to
discuss bulb planting.
take their orders only from mil- school graduates are turning to
Mrs. Nelda Williams plan their
Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Poston re- itary doctors and work only in the armed forces for career opactual workshop experience a
Gillespie. The girls will receive ceived first place in the "Yard hospitals or other medical facil- portunities.
the theory of the classroom of the Month" contest. Rev. ities.
"We're happy to say that the
with Mrs. Williams and will use and Mrs. William Williamson
Although they have the rank, Air Force Nurse Corps is getthe experience for classroom received second place and third pay, and privilege of commis- ting its full share of these
credit. The school also benefits. place went to Mr. and Mrs. sioned officers, they wear only nurses locally," Air Force Rethe familiar white nurse's uni- cruiting Sergeant Harp reportfor it gets help with the more Howard Townsend.
than 60 children registered Unfortunately, some- form on the job that they wore ed.
one thought that the giving of a
there.
yard of the month plaque each
More room will soon be avail- month was just plain nonsense.
able as students under Mr. for they proceeded to go into
Fields at Sigall complete the the front yard of Miss Geneva
building, thus enlarging the kit- Nesbitt and cart it away under
chen facilities, rest rooms and cover of darkness.
play area.
It only said, "Yard of the
Month," and it can be used only
Since the entire nation's at- by a person
who has merited it
tention is focused on pre-school Anyone having knowledge of
development, we feel that we its whereabouts will receive a
1298 N. BELLEVUE
have not worked in vain who
reward if the information is rehave made sacrifices for Gilles• HALF FRIED CHICKEN
layed to Mrs. Vance, the presipie Kindergarten. We do hope
dent, Mrs. Baskerville, the sec•• BUFFALO FISH [SANDWICH OR PLATE)
some organizations will include
retary, or to Mrs. Lena Bell
us in its charity projects by proReid, chairman of the commit• JUMBO SHRIMP
viding the necessary kitchen
tee.
and rest room equipment. A
The project is a civic one and
• HOT TAMALES
first aid kit is also much need- is beneficial to the city and the
ed.
community.
"FREE DELIVERY"
CHIT CHAT
All of the children are exam
•COLD BEER, CHAMPALE AND DRINKS TO GO
hied by a physician and are The J .B. Flys on Calhoun
kept under close medical scru- spent some time in Ann Arbor.
Klondyke and New Chelsea
tiny while there. They get a Mich., with Mrs. John Hamilton
children.
On
their
re-and
her
A Mininurn Price Order)
good hot meal, and we hope
turn they were hosts to Mr. and
fresh milk will be available.
CALL 526-1374
Mrs. Rufus Taylor.
Why not decide that there is The summer has brought on
something that you can do for two cases of appendicitis in the
the school?
Beard family, when two boys
entered St. Mary's successively.
ART AND GARDEN CLUB
Robert James, 18, and Howard
Lee, 12.
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LARGEST FOOD SlIORES

FAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 162.0 MADISON
PETER PAN

PEANUT BUTTER
MORTON HOUSE

Little Pearl's Sundry

S

DAC Club Holds
Monthly Meeting

In

The DAC club held its meeting for the month of August at
the home of Mrs. L.D. Brown
of 1434 Kentucky st. and in the
absence of the president Mrs.
Mattie Johnson, the hostess,
Mrs. Brown, presided. She later served a delicious repast.
Mrs. M I N NIE Lee Allen is
vice president of the club, and
Mrs. Lottie Wade, reporter.

Don't man a
arty
without
the Smooth Canadian,
Seagram's V.O.
CANADIAN VINISAY—A UM OF SELECTED WHISKIES, 6 YEARS OLD. 86,8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., N.Y

Full information covering requirements may be found in
Announcement AT-167-5(66).

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

Basic Skills
Adults who need to sharpen
their skills in the three "Rs"
may do so by enrolling in Adult
Basic Education classes in city
and county schools.
Except for Lester High
school, where classes meet
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. on Monday
and Wednesday, classes are
held at the same hours on Tuesdays and Thursdays at all
others.
Classes are free to adults 18
years of age and older. Text
books are furnished without
charge.
City schools where the classes
are being held are Treadwell,
Central, Manassas, Hamilton,
Porter, Melrose, Frayser, Oakhaven, Carver, Lincoln, Corry,
Lester and Douglass.
County schools with the program are Barret's Chapel, E. A.
Neshoba,
Geeter,
Harrold,
Shadowlawn, Capelville, Collierville, Mitchell Road, Mt. Pisgah, Spring Hill, Woodstock,
White's Chapel and Bartlett. Additional information may be obtained by calling 323-8311, Station 378.
Blake Welch is supervisor of
"Adult Education.

FRED

TISSUE

MONTESI

TISSUE
2 Single Rolls

DELSEY

lc

WITH COUPON

SHOW BOAT

Sweet Potatoes

23

29 Oz.
Can

PILLSBURY

PANCAKE MIX

BREAST 0' CHICKEN

384

2 Lb Box

Announcement and application forms may be obtained
from that office or from the
Civil Service Office, Room 306,
Post Office Building, Memphis,
Tennessee 38101.

Program In

PULLMAN

With coupon and 55.00 additionol purchase. Coupon ex.
pires ni Noon Sept. 21. One of each coupon p•r customer.
To redeem both coupons, takes a $10.00 odditional purchase, excluding valu• of coupon merchandise. (Fresh
milk products, and tobacco, •xcluded in compliance with
state lows.)

A written test in addition to
appropriate experience or education is required.

Schools Offer

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

FRED MONTESI

2 Single Rolls

The United States Civil Service Commission has announced
a new examination for Air Traffic Control Specialist, GS-6 paying $5,867.

WARN
Aar

Doz.

DELSEY

Air Traffic
Control Exam
To Be Held

Applications will be accepted
until further notice by the U.S.
Civil Service Examiners, Federal Aviation Agency, Post Office Box 20636, Atlanta, Georgia 30320.

DO NUTS

TUNA

Lightmeat

Chunk Style

6 1/2 oz. Can

COMPARE our '66 PRICES!
1966 FORD GALAXIE
V-8 with Cruise-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!

2465

29'

DETERGENTS
GIANT SIZES

IFJA
MONTESI White Gt. Size 16(
TIDE Giant Size
3?
29t
AJAX Giant Size

NO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED!

WITH COUPON

'With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcluding
vol we of coupon m•rchandls• (fresh niiIk products and ^
lebacep also excluded in camphoric* with state low).
Ono cOo oar. par ..ustomer. Coupon •xpires Wedn•sday„
Noon, Sept. 21.

We Trade For Anyihing of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.

1966 MUSTANG
With Cruise-A-Motic,
transmission, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!

°r-

2245

FORD
HEIM
2450 SUMMER AVE.
Open Nites

458-1151

FOR SALAD OR COOKING

HEINZ TOMATO

CRISCO Oil

KETCHUP

2 Lim it
38 oz.
Bottle

Big 26 oz. Bottle

3

For

$100

^.

•
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SO on the,4,rogram was 0. B.
Johnson, otter Junior Hi g Is
teacher(who conducted a devotional Period to open the meetdent-Elect of MEA, Mary Rose,ing. Nat D Williams WashingMcCormick, Professional Rights ton High faculty member, was
and Responsibilities Committee, asked to explain details of a
J. B. Childers, chairman of the special "Word For Today" feaTEPS Committee, Martha Lou ture via radio station WD1A,
Buchanan, publications; B a r - on which the MEA representapenbare Karickhoff, public rela- tives agreed to participate,
the
of
up
setting
final
ding
the
Elliott
for
tions, Richard
was
Credit Union, and Hawthorne feature. A special guest
NEA
Wallis chairman of the mem- Dr. Jack Klienman of the
Division.
Services
.Special
AlCommittee.
bership Drive

Miss Cornelia Sanders Heads YW Committee
throughout the Association and! He said, "They are the legisas the second Teen Age Pro- lative group for the local program Director on the Branch fessional organization. T he y
will interpret,to their fellow teaStaff of the YWCA,
Miss Harry Mae Simons, prin- chers the role and offerings of
cipal uf Magnolia Elementary various educational or gani•
School, has also participated on zations and their services in becommittees throughout the As- half of teachers and the prosociation since the founding of fession of teaching."
the Branch and served as chair- Tennessee Education AssociaThe places of first vice-chair- man of it for approximately tion president, Aubrey Witherman, second vice-chairman, and four years.
ington, appeared on the prosecretary, formerly held by Mrs. Martha Donigan, teacher gram to outline theprogr am
Mrs. Beulah Williams, M r s. at East High School is a recent and services of the state organLila Lewis, and Mrs. Callie L. volunteer in the YWCA, having ization. He told of the steps alStevens, were filled by the elec- served on the F or u m Co m- ready taken to bring into one
tion of Mrs. Althea Price, first mittee and as a Camp Conn- body the Tennessee Education
vice-chairman: Miss Harry Mae. actor.
Congress (TEC) and the TenSimons, second vice-chairman; Approximately 200 p ublic nessee Education Association.
and Mrs. Martha Donigan, sec- school tea chers of Memphis (TEA). He indicated that only
retary.
serving as Building Representa- a few more adjustments need
Miss Sanders, principal of tives for the faculties of the to be made to form one state
Douglas Elementary School has city's schools, m e t Saturday, wide professional group, comserved as a volunteer in the from 8 a.m. to I p.m. at the posed of white and Negro teaYWCA for approximately six- Teachers Credit Union Build- chers.
teen years. She acted as advi- ing, under the auspices of the A sick and accident insursor to the Y-Teen Club at Ham- Memphis Education Associa ance program, wherein premiJeffers teaches political science at the Col- ilton High School, served as tion.
TENNESSEE STATE GROWS—Coordinator
ums may be paid by payroll
lege of San Mateo and is active in religions chairman of the Memphis Y• Led by Mr. Elzie T. Fowler, deductions each month, v.-as out
of Alumni Affairs at Tennessee State Uniand civic as well as educational affairs in Teen Advisors, member of the MEA president, the teachers lined by Harris Shannon, of the
versity, Mrs. Gladys Burgess Adams
San Francisco. They, like other alumnr Committee on Administration. heard school superintendent E. George Holley Insurance Com(right) points out to Deputy Attorney Genmembers across the nation and around the a captain in the YWCA building C. Stimbert, describe Building pany.
eral Clifton R. Jeffers and Mrs. (Mary
world,
are elated over the continued growth campaign, and chairman of Spe- R e p resentatives as "teachers Mrs. Helen Bain, of NashLloyd) Jeffers of San Francisco, Calif.,
who are at the h e a rt of the ville, member of the Executive
of Tennessee State, especially in the pres- cial Project Committee.
the growth pattern of the University since
whole business of education." Committee of the National EdBookMrs.
Price,
counselor
at
ent $9 million expansion program. The
the three of them were students at the inHe said there is a need for ucation Association, was presT.
Washington
High
School
er
scale model of the campus shown above
stitution. Atty. Jeffeis is active in the Caliand wife of Dr. Hollis Price, a greater understand in g of ent and praised the local teawas done by architectural engineering ma- president of LeMoyne College where building representatives
fornia as well as the San Francisco Bar
the
chers' organization for
jors Harold Houston and Walter Townsend has served as an active volun- fit into the over-all school pro great and even more promisAssociaions and is on the executive board
of the NAACP, San Francisco Branch. Mrs.
who earned their degrees in June.
teer on numerous committees gram
ing professional growth" being
demonstrated in Memphis. She
mentioned with approval ti e
merger of the American Teachers Association (national Negro teachers group), with the
An evening of fashions will be a club of church women from Mrs. Ruthy LaGrone, Mrs. P. L.
Natiomd Education Association
spotlighted on Sunday, Oct. 2, the Pentecostal Temple Church Rowe, Mrs. Judy Eiland, Mrs.
in a special ceremony held duat 5 p.m. in the Venetian Room of God in Christ.
ring the NBA Convention in
Birdeen
Porter,
Mrs.
Rolena
of the Sheraton-Peabody, and 11 Simplicity and elegance will
Miami, Fla., this summer.
models will participate in the be viewed in designs ranging Golden, Mrs. Polly S w a y z e, Danny, the lovable DIA Dol- bow structures of ships and are
Other persons appearing on
friends
at
by
the
thrust
be
making
pushed
forward
phin,
will
showing.
Ann
Miss
Rose
Dotson.
Miss
from casual to daytime and
program to speak in bethe
Fair
in
Memphis
Dolphins
the
bow.
Mid-South
created
by
This will be the third annual dramatic evening wear.
me Stewart, Mrs. Denise Haw- the
of various aspects of the
half
ride ocean currents and ride
"Fashions in Splendor" sponkins, Miss Doris Bowers and September 23-October 1.
program for this year insored by the Los Doce Amigas, Appearing as models will be Fleteher is chairman of models. Brought to Memphis by WDIA wave crests similar to surf MEA
Paul Drake, Pr es icluded:
riders.
Radio, he'll be the star in the
The most interesting aspect
free "Sea-Rama" Show to be
,T1
WANTED for Child CaT• and
presented several times each i s communication. Scientists GIRL
Light Rouse Work for Family of
to
imitrying
to
get
them
are
Three. $130 per month to .tart. ReFair day.
ply with reference to J. W. WashingDanny represents the mam- tate the human voice, as do ton,
1123 W. mulberry St., Baltimore,
mal next in intelligence to man. parrots. And believe it or not, Maryland 21223.
Scientists are this minute study- according to language experts,
ing his brothers to determine the dolphin's "language" com- TEETHING PAIN
••••
how a body with the structure. pares favorably with three dia- Millions et mothers rely on Baby OM-JEL
liquid. Put en—pain's gone. Recommended
weight, and propelling power lects used on earth.
by many pediatricians. Easy be me. Braise
Dolphins are trained for body
of the dolphin is able to attain
proionate relief. Ask your
the speeds they go in the water, recovery, beach life guards, lophannacnt tie
often in excess of 35 miles per cating and corralling fish, towBAIT
hour.
ing boats and assisting divers,
ore-jel•
Too, dolphins "hitchhike" underwater messengers, a n d
rides with ships across the there is the possibility of armocean by cupping their tails up ing them for underwater deor down in accordance with the fense.
The Committee on Administration of the Sarah B ro wn
Branch Young Women's Chris.
tian Association recently elected the 1966-67 officers of the
YWCA Branch. Miss Cornelia
Sanders was elected to succeed
Miss Rosa Robinson as chairman.

Eleven Models To Appear In Fashion Show Danny The Dolphin Will

Star At Mid-South Fair

tit

rrr,
that's
good!
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Liv go PROOF "v

OBEYS
11101 &OW LONDON

ony

The famous frosty bottle
pours the coldest, crispest drinks.
DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN. 90 PROOF 1001kGRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS VI& A G 1 LBEY.
LTD. DISTR. SY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS ;0- N.Y C PRODUCT OF LI S.A..

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
182-164.166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

PEST

Admimmosimmommum EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
DISABLED AMERICAN
WATER BUDS-RATS
VETERANS
Liconssd and Banded
WORE YOU
CALL
THRIFT STORE
US
EMBARRASSED

NO
PAYMENT
TILL
JAN. S7

The FERNDALE
Series CG-223
*21' tube (overall ding.)
212 sq. in. picture

LADIES DRESSES
25e
MEN'S SHIRTS
15e
MEN'S PANTS
20e
LADIES BLOUSES
25t
LADIES SKIRTS
25c
MEN'S SUITS
SI 95
GIRLS DRESSES
25t
Furniture, App). Stoves, Ref., G.E. Irons d Shoes

173 S. Main St.
Ph. 526-8419
[Half Block North of Beale)

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

CONSOLEnE TV
Vide

20,000-volt chassis (design average) delivers, bright, sharply detailed plctures.

8

By ACE APPLIANCE
Many other too-quality RCA Victor features include 11114F Oro

Immerr

See Leo King
For Your
Stacy Adams shoes

deefefIrlinr.

*Kw •

All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 PM Daily
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

years—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hand-craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ...assure you instant and everlasting

Since 1945

comfort— plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

L L IliATUN.•• L CP. KIMBLE

SiMieenen No+ional and 1-11qhland

4255 Hwy. 51 $o.

Phone 324-4406

Phone 396-0995

176 IL 178 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300

3118 Thomas Hwy. 51

MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.

DAVIS REXALI DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett

MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks

No.

Phone 358-4585

GOSS PHARMACY
4413 Walker Avow,
JEL DRIVE-04 GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.

JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
99 South Main Street,
Owego •copts's, 1,itod

NEWS MART
Magazines &Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648

GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
ORIOLE DRUG
1101 Firestone
1014 Mississippi
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
942-1712
2533 Park Ave.
Pres. & Del., Service
324-9322

HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLernore

FRAYSER

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance

CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance

FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road

You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for

Serving Memphis for over 20 Years-

WHITEHAYEN

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
387 Leath
452-3101
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
Speedy Delivery
862 Wellington
527-8150
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GRO.
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
1297. Lauderdale
3092 Chelsea
KLONDYKE
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
FOOD CENTER
2547 Broad Avenue
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
Fresh Meats & Veg.
526-9940
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
1293 Vollentine
9 a.m. • 12 p.m.
272-3112
Free Delivery
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
L & H Sundry
324-9126
142 Silverage

EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATICN
867 Mississippi

BLACK or
BROWN
$3500

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldestand Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.

3431 SUMMER

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

SUNDRY

COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College

tuning, sfay-set volume =Pita, New Vista VHF June; Solid
State UHF tuner and built-in YHF/UHF

CALL
O.Z. EVEltS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7•6033

ALEXANDER

21" Newt/1st-et TV

SPECIAL el
PURCHASE

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

LOAN

P THE TR1-STATE DEFENDERM
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
each Thursday at the following locations:

RCA VICTOR
A pei'lla Contemporary consolette in 21"-tube size. Transformer-powered -New

Ant

THAN'S

POST OFFICE
REAL El BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 112
209 Beale

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLernore
948-4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD LINGON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Mogi, r Ines
From All Town.,
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

